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Abstract

In the recent literature on machine learning and decision making, calibration has emerged as
a desirable and widely-studied statistical property of the outputs of binary prediction models.
However, the algorithmic aspects of measuring model calibration have remained relatively less
well-explored. Motivated by [BGHN23a], which proposed a rigorous framework for measuring
distances to calibration, we initiate the algorithmic study of calibration through the lens of
property testing. We define the problem of calibration testing from samples where given n draws
from a distribution D on (predictions, binary outcomes), our goal is to distinguish between the
case where D is perfectly calibrated, and the case where D is ε-far from calibration.

We make the simple observation that the empirical smooth calibration linear program can be
reformulated as an instance of minimum-cost flow on a highly-structured graph, and design an
exact dynamic programming-based solver for it which runs in time O(n log2(n)), and solves the
calibration testing problem information-theoretically optimally in the same time. This improves
upon state-of-the-art black-box linear program solvers requiring Ω(nω) time, where ω > 2 is the
exponent of matrix multiplication. We also develop algorithms for tolerant variants of our
testing problem improving upon black-box linear program solvers, and give sample complexity
lower bounds for alternative calibration measures to the one considered in this work. Finally, we
present experiments showing the testing problem we define faithfully captures standard notions
of calibration, and that our algorithms scale efficiently to accommodate large sample sizes.
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1 Introduction

Probabilistic predictions are at the heart of modern data science. In domains as wide-ranging as
forecasting (e.g. predicting the chance of rain from meteorological data [MW84, Mur98]), medicine
(e.g. assessing the likelihood of disease [Doi07]), computer vision (e.g. assigning confidence values
for categorizing images [VDDP17]), and more (e.g. speech recognition [AAA+16] and recommender
systems [RRSK11]), prediction models have by now become essential components of the decision-
making pipeline. Particularly in the context of critical, high-risk use cases, the interpretability of
prediction models is therefore paramount in downstream applications. That is, how do we assign
meaning to the predictions our model gives us, especially when the model is uncertain?

We focus on perhaps the most ubiquitous form of prediction modeling: binary predictions, repre-
sented as tuples (v, y) in [0, 1] × {0, 1} (where the v coordinate is our prediction of the likelihood
of an event, and the y coordinate is the observed outcome). We model prediction-outcome pairs
in the binary prediction setting by a joint distribution D over [0, 1] × {0, 1}, fixed in the follow-
ing discussion. In this context, calibration of a predictor has emerged as a basic desideratum. A
prediction-outcome distribution D is said to be calibrated if

E(v,y)∼D[y | v = t] = t for all t ∈ [0, 1]. (1)

That is, calibration asks that the outcome is 1 exactly 60% of the time, when the model returns a
prediction v = 0.6. While calibration (or approximate variants thereof) is a relatively weak require-
ment on a meaningful predictor, as it can be achieved by simple models,1 it can still be significantly
violated in practice. For example, interest in calibration in the machine learning community was
spurred by [GPSW17], which observed that many modern deep learning models are far from cali-
brated. Moreover, variants of calibration have been shown to have strong postprocessing properties
for fairness constraints and loss minimization [HKRR18, DKR+21, GKR+22], which has garnered
renewed interest in calibration by the theoretical computer science and statistics communities.

The question of measuring the calibration of a distribution is subtle; even a calibrated distribution
incurs measurement error due to sampling. For example, consider the expected calibration error,
used in e.g. [NCH15, GPSW17, MDR+21a, RT21b] as a ground-truth measure of calibration:

ECE(D) := E(v,y)∼D
[∣∣E(v′,y)∼D

[
y | v′ = v

]
− v
∣∣] .

Unfortunately, the empirical ECE is typically meaningless; if the marginal density of v is continuous,
we will almost surely only observe a single sample with each v value. Further, [KF08] observed that
ECE is discontinuous in v. In practice, binned variants of ECE are often used as a proxy, where a
range of v is lumped together in the conditioning event. However, hyperparameter choices (e.g. the
number of bins) can significantly affect the quality of binned ECE variants as a distance measure
[KLM19, NDZ+19, MDR+21a].2 Moreover, as we explore in this paper, binned calibration measures
inherently suffer from larger sample complexity-to-accuracy tradeoffs, and are less faithful to ground
truth calibration notions in experiments than the calibration measures we consider.

Recently, [BGHN23a] undertook a systematic study of various measures of distance to calibration
proposed in the literature. They proposed information-theoretic tractability in the prediction-only

1The predictor which ignores features and always return the population mean is calibrated, for example.
2For example, [NDZ+19] observed that, in their words, “dramatic differences in bin sensitivity” can occur “depend-

ing on properties of the (distribution) at hand,” a sentiment echoed by Section 5 of [MDR+21a].
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access (PA) model, where the calibration measure definition can only depend on the joint prediction-
outcome distribution (rather than the features of training examples),3 as a desirable criterion for
calibration measures. Correspondingly, [BGHN23a] introduced Definition 1 as a ground-truth notion
for measuring calibration in the PA model, which we also adopt in this work.4

Definition 1 (Lower distance to calibration). Let D be a distribution over [0, 1]×{0, 1}. The lower
distance to calibration (LDTC) of D, denoted dCE(D), is defined by

dCE(D) := inf
Π∈ext(D)

E(u,v,y)∼Π |u− v| ,

where ext(D) is all joint distributions Π over (u, v, y) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1]×{0, 1} satisfying the following.

• The marginal distribution of (v, y) is D.

• The marginal distribution (u, y) is perfectly calibrated, i.e. EΠ[y|u] = u.

Definition 1 has various beneficial aspects: it is convex in v, computable in the PA model, and
(as shown by [BGHN23a]) polynomially-related to various other calibration measures, including
some which require feature access, e.g. the distance to calibration (DTC, Eq. (1), [BGHN23a]).
Roughly, the DTC of a distribution is the tightest lower bound on the ℓ1 distance between v and
any calibrated function of the features, after taking features into account. The LDTC is the analog
of this feature-aware measure of calibration when limited to the PA model, so it does not depend
on features. We focus on Definition 1 as our ground-truth measure in the remainder of the paper.

1.1 Our results

We initiate the algorithmic study of the calibration testing problem, defined as follows.

Definition 2 (Calibration testing). Let ε ∈ [0, 1]. We say algorithm A solves the ε-calibration
testing problem with n samples, if given n i.i.d. draws from a distribution D over [0, 1]× {0, 1}, A
returns either “yes” or “no” and satisfies the following with probability ≥ 2

3 .
5

• A returns “no” if dCE(D) ≥ ε.

• A returns “yes” if dCE(D) = 0.

In this case, we also call A an ε-calibration tester.

To our knowledge, we are the first to formalize the calibration testing problem in Definition 2,
which is natural from the perspective of property testing, an influential paradigm in statistical
learning [Ron08, Ron09, Gol17]. In particular, there is an εn = Θ(n−1/2) so that it is information-
theoretically impossible to solve the εn-calibration testing problem from n samples (see Lemma 1),

3This access model is practically desirable because it abstracts away the feature space, which can lead to significant
memory savings when our goal is only to test the calibration of model predictions. Moreover, this matches conventions
in the machine learning literature: for example, loss functions are typically defined in the PA model.

4We note that [BGHN23a] introduced an upper distance to calibration, also defined in the PA model, which
they showed is quadratically-related to the dCE in Definition 1. However, the upper distance does not satisfy basic
properties such as continuity, making it less amenable to estimation and algorithm design.

5As is standard in property testing problems, the success probability of either a calibration tester or a tolerant
calibration tester can be boosted to 1 − δ for any δ ∈ (0, 1) at a k = O(log( 1

δ
)) overhead in the sample complexity.

This is because we can independently call k copies of the tester and output the majority vote, which succeeds with
probability ≥ 1− δ by Chernoff bounds, so we focus on δ = 1

3
.
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so a variant of Definition 2 with an exact distinguishing threshold between “calibrated/uncalibrated”
is not tractable. Hence, Definition 2 only requires distinguishing distributions D which are “clearly
uncalibrated” (parameterized by a threshold ε) from those which are perfectly calibrated.

We note that a variant of Definition 2 where dCE is replaced by variants of the ECE was recently
proposed by [LHHD23]. However, due to the aforementioned discontinuity and binning choice is-
sues which plague the ECE, [LHHD23] posed as an explicit open question whether an alternative
calibration metric makes for a more appropriate calibration testing problem, motivating our Defi-
nition 2. Indeed, Proposition 9 of [LHHD23] shows that without smoothness assumptions on the
data distribution, it is impossible to solve the ECE calibration testing problem from finite samples.6

Our first algorithmic contribution is a nearly-linear time algorithm for calibration testing.

Theorem 1 (Informal, see Theorem 3, Corollary 2). Let n ∈ N, and let ε = Ω(εn), where εn =
Θ(n−1/2) is minimal such that it is information-theoretically possible to solve the εn-calibration
testing problem (Definition 2) with n samples. There is an algorithm which solves the ε-calibration
testing problem with n samples, running in time O(n log2(n)).

We prove Theorem 1 by designing a new algorithm for computing smCE(D̂n), the smooth calibration
error (Definition 3), an alternative calibration measure, of an empirical distribution D̂n.

Definition 3 (Smooth calibration error). Let W be the set of Lipschitz functions w : [0, 1]→ [−1, 1].
The smooth calibration error of distribution D over [0, 1]× {0, 1}, denoted smCE(D), is defined by

smCE(D) = sup
w∈W

∣∣E(v,y)∼D[(y − v)w(v)]
∣∣ .

It was shown in [BGHN23a] that smCE(D) is a constant-factor approximation to dCE(D) for all D
on [0, 1] × {0, 1} (see Lemma 12). Additionally, the empirical smCE admits a representation as a
linear program with an O(n)×O(n)-sized constraint matrix encoding Lipschitz constraints.7 Thus,
[BGHN23a] proposed a simple procedure for estimating smCE(D): draw n samples from D, and
solve the associated linear program on the empirical distribution. While there have been significant
recent runtime advances in the linear programming literature [LS14, CLS21, vdBLSS20, vdBLL+21],
all state-of-the-art black-box linear programming algorithms solve linear systems involving the con-
straint matrix, which takes Ω(nω) time, where ω > 2.371 [WXXZ23] is the current exponent of
matrix multiplication. Even under the best-possible assumption that ω = 2, the strategy of exactly
solving a linear program represents an Ω(n2) quadratic runtime barrier for calibration testing.

We bypass this barrier by noting that the smCE linear program is highly-structured, and can be
reformulated as minimum-cost flow on a planar graph. We believe this observation is already
independently interesting, as it opens the door to using powerful software packages designed for
efficiently solving flow problems to measure calibration in practice. Moreover, using recent theoreti-
cal breakthroughs in graph algorithms [DGG+22, CKL+22] as a black box, this observation readily
implies an O(n · polylog(n))-time algorithm for solving the smooth calibration linear program.

6The work [LHHD23] considered k-class prediction tasks, extending our focus on the setting of binary classification
(k = 2), which we believe is an exciting future direction. However, their Proposition 9 holds even when k = 2.

7Formally, the number of constraints in the smCE linear program is O(n2), but we show that in the hard-constrained
setting, requiring that “adjacent” constraints are met suffices (see Lemma 2).
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However, these aforementioned algorithms are quite complicated, and implementations in practice
are not available, leaving their relevance to empirical calibration testing unclear at the moment.
Motivated by this, in Section 3 we develop a custom solver for the minimum-cost flow reformu-
lation of empirical smooth calibration, based on dynamic programming. Our theoretical runtime
improvement upon [DGG+22, CKL+22] is by at least a large polylogarithmic factor, and moreover
our algorithm is simple enough to implement in practice, which we evaluate in Section 6.

We next define a tolerant variant of Definition 2 (see Definition 4), where we allow for error thresholds
in both the “yes” and “no” cases; “yes” is the required answer when dCE(D) ≤ ε2, and “no” is
required when dCE(D) ≥ ε1. Our algorithm in Theorem 1 continues to serve as an efficient tolerant
calibration tester when ε1 ≥ 4ε2, with formal guarantees stated in Theorem 3. This constant-factor
loss comes from a similar loss in the relationship between smCE and dCE, see Lemma 12. We make
the observation that a constant factor loss in the tolerant testing parameters is inherent following this
strategy, via a lower bound in Lemma 13. Thus, even given infinite samples, computing the smooth
calibration error cannot solve tolerant calibration testing all the way down to the information-
theoretic threshold ε1 ≥ ε2. To develop an improved tolerant calibration tester, we directly show how
to approximate the LDTC of an empirical distribution, our second main algorithmic contribution.

Theorem 2 (Informal, see Theorem 4, Corollary 4). Let n ∈ N, and let ε1 − ε2 = Ω(εn), where
εn = Θ(n−1/2) is minimal such that it is information-theoretically possible to solve the εn-calibration
testing problem with n samples. There is an algorithm which solves the (ε1, ε2)-tolerant calibration
testing problem (Definition 4) with n samples, running in time O( n log(n)

(ε1−ε2)2
) = O(n2 log(n)).

While Theorem 2 is slower than Theorem 1, it directly approximates the LDTC, making it applicable
to tolerant calibration testing. We mention that state-of-the-art black-box linear programming based
solvers, while still applicable to (a discretizeation of) the empirical LDTC, require Ω(n2.5) time
[vdBLL+21], even if ω = 2. This is because the constraint matrix for the ε-approximate empirical
LDTC linear program has dimensions O(nε )× O(n), resulting in an ≈ 1

ε = Ω(
√
n) overhead in the

dimension of the decision variable. We prove Theorem 2 in Section 4, where we use recent advances
in minimax optimization [JT23] and a custom combinatorial rounding procedure to develop a faster
algorithm, improving state-of-the-art linear programming runtimes by an Ω(

√
n) factor.

In Section 5, we complement our algorithmic results with lower bounds (Theorems 5, 6) on the
sample complexity required to solve variants of the testing problem in Definition 2, when dCE
is replaced with different calibration measures. For several widely-used distances in the machine
learning literature, including binned and convolved variants of ECE [NCH15, BN23], we show that
Ω̃(ε−2.5) samples are required to the associated ε-calibration testing problem. This demonstrates a
statistical advantage of our focus on dCE as our ground-truth notion for calibration testing.

We corroborate our theoretical findings with experimental evidence on real and synthetic data in
Section 6. First, on a simple Bernoulli example, we show that dCE and smCE testers are more
reliable measures of calibration than a recently-proposed binned ECE variant. We then apply our
smCE tester to postprocessed neural network predictions to test their calibration levels, validating
against the findings in [GPSW17]. Finally, we implement our method from Theorem 1 on our
Bernoulli dataset, showing that it scales to high dimensions and runs faster than both a linear
program solver from CVXPY for computing the empirical smCE, as well as a commercial minimum-
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cost flow solver from Gurobi Optimization (combined with our reformulation in Lemma 3).8

1.2 Our techniques

Theorems 1 and 2 follow from designing custom algorithms for approximating empirical linear
programs associated with the smCE and dCE of a sampled dataset D̂n := {(vi, yi)}i∈[n] ∼i.i.d. D. In
both cases, generalization bounds from [BGHN23a] show it suffices to approximate the value of the
empirical calibration measures to error ε = Ω(n−1/2), though our solver in Theorem 1 will be exact.

We begin by explaining our strategy for estimating smCE(D̂n) (Definition 3). By definition, the
smooth calibration error of D̂n can be formulated as a linear program,

min
x∈[−1,1]n

1

n

∑
i∈[n]

xi(vi − yi), where |xi − xj | ≤ |vi − vj | for all (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n]. (2)

Here, xi ∈ [−1, 1] corresponds to the weight on vi, and there are 2
(
n
2

)
constraints on the decision

variable x, each of which corresponds to a Lipschitz constraint. We make the simple observation that
every Lipschitz inequality constraint can be replaced by two constraints of the form xi−xj ≤ |vj−vi|
(with i, j swapped). Moreover, the box constraints x ∈ [−1, 1]n can be handled by introducing a
dummy variable xn+1 and writing max(xi−xn+1, xn+1−xi) ≤ 1, after penalizing xn+1 appropriately
in the objective. Notably, this substitution makes every constraint the difference of two decision
variables, which is enforceable using the edge-vertex incidence matrix of a graph. Finally, the
triangle inequality implies that we only need to enforce Lipschitz constraints in (2) corresponding
to adjacent i, j. After making these simplifications, the result is the dual of a minimum-cost flow
problem on a graph which is the union of a star and a path; this argument is carried out in Lemma 3.

Because of the sequential structure of the induced graph, we show in Section 3.2 that a dynamic
programming-based approach, which maintains the minimum-cost flow value after committing to the
first i < n flow variables in the graph recursively, succeeds in computing the value (2). To implement
each iteration of our dynamic program in polylogarithmic time, we rely on a generalization of the
classical segment tree data structure that we develop in Section 3.3; combining gives Theorem 1.

On the other hand, the linear program corresponding to the empirical dCE is more complex (with
two types of constraints), and to our knowledge lacks the graphical structure to be compatible
with the aforementioned approach. Moreover, it is not obvious how to use first-order methods, an
alternative linear programming framework suitable when only approximate answers are needed, to
solve this problem more quickly. This is because the empirical dCE linear program enforces hard
constraints to a set that is difficult to project to under standard distance metrics. To develop our
faster algorithm in Theorem 2, we instead follow an “augmented Lagrangian” method where we lift
the constraints directly into the objective as a soft-constrained penalty term. To prove correctness
of this lifting, we follow a line of results in combinatorial optimization [She13, JST19]. These
works develop a “proof-by-rounding algorithm” framework to show that the hard-constrained and
soft-constrained linear programs have equal values, summarized in Section 4.1 (see Lemma 14).

To use this augmented Lagrangian framework, it remains to develop an appropriate rounding al-
gorithm to the feasible polytope for the empirical dCE linear program, which enforces two types

8Our code can be found at: https://github.com/chutongyang98/Testing-Calibration-in-Nearly-Linear-Time.
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of constraints: marginal satisfaction of (v, y), and calibration of (u, y) (using notation from Defini-
tion 1). In Section 4.3, we design a two-step rounding procedure, which first fixes the marginals on
the (v, y) coordinates, and then calibrates the u coordinates without affecting any (v, y) marginal.
One interesting feature of our dCE rounding algorithm, compared to prior works [She13, JST19],
is that it is cost-sensitive: we take into account the metric structure of the linear costs c to argue
rounding does not harm the objective value, rather than naïvely applying Hölder’s inequality.

Finally, our sample complexity lower bounds in Section 5 for alternative calibration measures fol-
low from an information-theoretic analysis using LeCam’s two-point method [LeC73] and Ingster’s
method [IS03]. We construct a perfectly-calibrated distribution as well as a family of miscalibrated
distributions with large calibration error (≥ ε) in the alternative calibration measures (convolved
ECE and interval CE). A testing algorithm for these measures needs to distinguish these two cases.
We show that the distinguishing task has high sample complexity (≈ ε−2.5) by bounding the total
variation distance between the two joint distributions of the input examples from the two cases.
Our proof is inspired by a similar analysis showing a sample complexity lower bound for identity
testing in the distribution testing literature (see e.g. Section 3.1 of [Can22]).

1.3 Related work

The calibration performance of deep neural networks has been studied extensively in the literature
(e.g. [GPSW17, MDR+21b, Rt21a, BGHN23b]). Measuring the calibration error in a meaningful
way can be challenging, especially when the predictions are not naturally discretized (e.g. in neu-
ral networks). Recently, [BGHN23a] addresses this challenge using the distance to calibration as a
central notion. They consider a calibration measure to be consistent if it is polynomially-related
to the distance to calibration. Consistent calibration measures include the smooth calibration error
[KF04], Laplace kernel calibration error [KSJ18], interval calibration error [BGHN23a], and con-
volved ECE [BN23].9 On the algorithmic front, substantial observations were made by [BGHN23a]
on linear programming characterizations of calibration measures such as the LDTC and smooth cal-
ibration. While there have been significant advances on the runtime frontier of linear programming
solvers, current runtimes for handling an n× d linear program constraint matrix with n ≥ d remain
Ω(min(nd + d2.5, nω)) [CLS21, vdBLL+21]. Our constraint matrix is roughly-square and highly-
sparse, so it is plausible that e.g. the recent research on sparse linear system solvers [PV21, Nie22]
could apply to the relevant Newton’s method subproblems and improve upon these rates. Moreover,
while efficient estimation algorithms have been proposed by [BGHN23a] for (surrogate) interval
calibration error and by [BN23] for convolved ECE, these algorithms require suboptimal sample
complexity for solving our testing task in Definition 2 (see Section 5). To compute their respective
distances to error ε from samples, these algorithms require Ω(ε−5) and Ω(ε−3) time. As compari-
son, under this parameterization Theorems 1 and 2 require Õ(ε−2) and Õ(ε−4) time, but can solve
stronger testing problems with the same sample complexity, experimentally validated in Section 6.

9The calibration measure we call the convolved ECE in our work was originally called the smooth ECE in [BN23].
We change the name slightly to reduce overlap with the smooth calibration error (Definition 3), a central object
throughout the paper.
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2 Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, we use D to denote a distribution over [0, 1] × {0, 1}. When D is clear
from context, we let D̂n = {(vi, yi)}i∈[n] denote a dataset of n independent samples from D and,
in a slight abuse of notation, the distribution with probability 1

n for each (vi, yi). We say d is a
calibration measure if it takes distributions on [0, 1] × {0, 1} to the nonnegative reals R≥0, so dCE
(Definition 1) and smCE (Definition 3) are both calibration measures.

We denote matrices in boldface throughout. For any matrix A ∈ Rm×n, we refer to its ith row by
Ai: and its jth column by A:j . Moreover, for a set S identified with rows of a matrix A, we let As:

denote the row indexed by s ∈ S, and use similar notation for columns.

For a directed graph G = (V,E), we define its edge-vertex incidence matrix B ∈ {−1, 0, 1}E×V

which has a row corresponding to each e = (u, v) ∈ E with Beu = 1 and Bev = −1. When G is
undirected, we similarly define B ∈ {−1, 0, 1}E×V with arbitrary edge orientations.

We use Õ and Ω̃ to hide polylogarithmic factors in the argument. When applied to a vector, we
let ∥·∥p denote the ℓp norm for p ≥ 1. We denote [n] := {i ∈ N | i ≤ n}. We let 0d and 1d denote
the all-zeroes and all-ones vectors in dimension d. We let ∆d := {x ∈ Rd

≥0 | ∥x∥1 = 1} denote the
probability simplex in dimension d. The ith coordinate basis vector is denoted ei. We say x̃ ∈ R is
an ε-additive approximation of x ∈ R if |x̃ − x| ≤ ε. For a set S ⊂ R, we say another set T ⊂ R
is an ε-cover of S if for all s ∈ S, there is t ∈ T with |s − t| ≤ ε. For a, b ∈ R with a ≤ b, we let
clip[a,b](t) := min(b,max(a, t)) denote the result of projecting t ∈ R onto [a, b].

We next define a tolerant variant of the calibration testing problem in Definition 2.

Definition 4 (Tolerant calibration testing). Let 0 ≤ ε2 ≤ ε1 ≤ 1. We say algorithm A solves the
(ε1, ε2)-tolerant calibration testing problem with n samples, if given n i.i.d. draws from a distribution
D over [0, 1]×{0, 1}, A returns either “yes” or “no” and satisfies the following with probability ≥ 2

3 .

• A returns “no” if dCE(D) ≥ ε1.

• A returns “yes” if dCE(D) ≤ ε2.

In this case, we also call A an (ε1, ε2)-tolerant calibration tester.

Note that an algorithm which solves the (ε1, ε2)-tolerant calibration testing problem with n samples
also solves the ε1-calibration testing problem with the same sample complexity. Moreover, we give
a simple impossibility result on parameter ranges for calibration testing.

Lemma 1. Let 0 ≤ ε2 ≤ ε1 ≤ 1
2 satisfy ε1 − ε2 = ε. There is a universal constant Ccoin such

that, given n ≤ Ccoin
ε2

samples from a distribution on [0, 1] × {0, 1}, it is information-theoretically
impossible to solve the (ε1, ε2)-tolerant calibration testing problem.

Proof. Suppose ε ≤ 1
10 , else we can choose Ccoin small enough such that n < 1. We consider two

distributions over [0, 1] × {0, 1}, D and D′, with dCE(D) ≥ ε1 but dCE(D′) ≤ ε2, so if A succeeds
at tolerant calibration testing for both D and D′, we must have dTV(D⊗n, (D′)⊗n) ≥ 1

3 , where we
denote the n-fold product of a distribution with ·⊗n. Else, A cannot return different answers from
n samples with probability ≥ 2

3 , as required by Definition 4. Specifically, we define D,D′ as follows.

• To draw (v, y) ∼ D, let v = 1
2 + ε1 and y ∼ Bern(12).

9



• To draw (v, y) ∼ D′, let v = 1
2 + ε1 and y ∼ Bern(12 + ε).

We claim that dCE(D) = ε1. To see this, let Π ∈ ext(D) and (u, v, y) ∼ Π, so E(u,v,y)∼Π[u] =
1
2

because u is calibrated. By Jensen’s inequality, we have:

E(u,v,y)∼Π [|u− v|] ≥
∣∣∣∣E(u,v,y)∼Π [u]−

(
1

2
+ ε1

)∣∣∣∣ = ε1.

The equality case is realized when u = 1
2 with probability 1, proving the claim. Similarly, dCE(D′) =

ε2. Finally, let π := Bern(12), π′ := Bern(12 + ε), and π⊗n, (π′)⊗n denote their n-fold product
distributions. Pinsker’s inequality shows that it suffices to show that dKL(π

⊗n∥(π′)⊗n) ≤ 1
5 to

contradict our earlier claim dTV((D)⊗n, (D′)⊗n) ≥ 1
3 . To this end, we have

dKL(π
⊗n∥(π′)⊗n) = n · dKL

(
π∥π′) = n

2

(
log

(
1
2

1
2 + ε

)
+ log

(
1
2

1
2 − ε

))

=
n

2
log

(
1

1− 4ε2

)
≤ n

2
· 5ε2 ≤ 1

5
,

where the first line used tensorization of dKL, and the last chose Ccoin small enough.

We also generalize Definitions 2 and 4 to apply to an arbitrary calibration measure.

Definition 5 (d testing). Let d be a calibration measure. For ε ∈ R≥0, we say algorithm A solves the
ε-d-testing problem (or, A is an ε-d tester) with n samples, if given n i.i.d. draws from a distribution
D over [0, 1]×{0, 1}, A returns either “yes” or “no” and satisfies the following with probability ≥ 2

3 .

1. A returns “no” if d(D) ≥ ε.

2. A returns “yes” if d(D) = 0.

For 0 ≤ ε2 ≤ ε1, we say algorithm A solves the (ε1, ε2)-tolerant d testing problem (or, A is an
(ε1, ε2)-tolerant d tester) with n samples, if given n i.i.d. draws from a distribution D over [0, 1]×
{0, 1}, A returns either “yes” or “no” and satisfies the following with probability ≥ 2

3 .

1. A returns “no” if d(D) ≥ ε1.

2. A returns “yes” if d(D) ≤ ε2.

3 Smooth calibration

In this section, we provide our main result on approximating the smooth calibration of a distribution
on [0, 1] × {0, 1}. In Section 3.1, we show that the linear program corresponding to the smooth
calibration of an empirical distribution can be reformulated as an instance of minimum-cost flow on
a highly-structured graph. We then develop our custom solver for this flow problem in Sections 3.2
(where we give a dynamic programming-based solution to our problem, and implement it assuming
existence of an appropriate data structure) and 3.3 (where we implement said data structure).
Finally, we give our main result on near-linear time calibration testing in Section 3.4.
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3.1 Empirical smooth calibration is minimum-cost flow

Throughout this section, we fix a dataset under consideration,

D̂n := {(vi, yi)}i∈[n] ⊂ [0, 1]× {0, 1},

and the corresponding empirical distribution (which, in an abuse of notation, we also denote D̂n),
i.e. we use (v, y) ∼ D̂n to mean that (v, y) = (vi, yi) with probability 1

n for each i ∈ [n]. We also
assume without loss of generality that the {vi}i∈[n] are in sorted order, so 0 ≤ v1 ≤ . . . ≤ vn ≤ 1.
Recalling Definition 3, the associated empirical smooth calibration linear program is

smCE(D̂n) := max
x∈[−1,1]n

b⊤x,

where |xi − xj | ≤ vj − vi for all (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n] with i < j,

and bi :=
1

n
(yi − vi) for all i ∈ [n].

(3)

We first make a simplifying observation, which shows that it suffices to replace the Lipschitz con-
straints in (3) with only the Lipschitz constraints corresponding to adjacent indices (i, j).

Lemma 2. If x, v ∈ Rn, where v has monotonically nondecreasing coordinates, and |xi − xi+1| ≤
vi+1 − vi for all i ∈ [n− 1], then |xi − xj | ≤ vj − vi for all (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n] with i < j.

Proof. This follows from the triangle inequality:

|xi − xj | ≤
j−1∑
k=i

|xk − xk+1| ≤
j−1∑
k=i

vk+1 − vk = vj − vi.

We now reformulate (3) as a (variant of a) minimum-cost flow problem.

Lemma 3. Consider an instance of (3). Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph on n + 1 vertices
labeled by V := [n+ 1], and with 2n− 1 directed edges E defined and with edge costs as follows.

• For all i ∈ [n− 1], there is an edge between vertices (i, i+ 1) with edge cost vi+1 − vi.

• For all i ∈ [n], there is an edge between vertices (i, n+ 1) with edge cost 1.

Let c ∈ RE be the vector of all edge costs, let d ∈ Rn+1 be the demand vector which concatenates −b
in (3) with a last coordinate set to

∑
i∈[n] bi, and let B ∈ {−1, 0, 1}E×V be the edge-vertex incidence

matrix of G. Then the problem
min
f∈RE

B⊤f=d

c⊤|f | :=
∑
e∈E

ce|fe| (4)

has the same value as the empirical smooth calibration linear program (3).

Proof. By Lemma 2, solving (3) is equivalent to solving

min
x∈[−1,1]n

b⊤x, where |xi − xi+1| ≤ vi+1 − vi for all i ∈ [n− 1]. (5)

11



Figure 1: Example graph G for n = 5 with n+ 1 = 6 vertices and 2n− 1 = 9 edges.

We create a dummy variable xn+1, and rewrite (5) as

min
x∈Rn+1

∑
i∈[n]

bi(xi − xn+1), where |xi − xi+1| ≤ vi+1 − vi for all i ∈ [n− 1],

and − 1 ≤ xi − xn+1 ≤ 1 for all i ∈ [n].

(6)

In other words, (6) replaces each variable xi in (5) with xi − xn+1. Next, consider a directed graph
G̃ = (V, Ẽ) with 4n−2 edges which duplicate the undirected edges described in the lemma statement
in both directions. Let B̃ ∈ {−1, 0, 1}Ẽ×V be the edge-vertex incidence matrix of G̃, and let c̃ ∈ RẼ

be the edge cost vector so that both edges in Ẽ corresponding to e ∈ E have the same cost ce. Then
(6) is equivalent to the linear program

max
x∈Rn+1

B̃x≤c̃

d⊤x,

where d is described as in the lemma statement. The dual of this linear program is

min
f∈RẼ

≥0

B̃⊤f=d

c̃⊤f,
(7)

a minimum-cost flow problem on G̃. Next, for each pair of directed edges (e′, e′′) in G̃ corresponding
to some e ∈ E, note that an optimal solution to (7) will only put nonzero flow on one of e′ or e′′, else
we can achieve a smaller cost by canceling out redundant flow. Therefore, we can collapse each pair
of directed edges into a single undirected edge, where we allow the flow variable f to be negative
but charge its magnitude |f | in cost, proving equivalence of (7) and (4) as claimed.

3.2 Dynamic programming

In this section, we give our dynamic programming approach to solving (4). The graph G in (4)
is the union of a path P on n vertices and a star S to the (n + 1)th vertex. Let us identify the
edges in P with [n − 1] (where edge i corresponds to vertices (i, i + 1)), and the edges in S with
[2n− 1] \ [n− 1]. We first make a simplifying observation, which is that given the coordinates of a
flow variable f ∈ RE on the edges in the path P , there is a unique way to set the values of f on the
edges in the star S so that the demands B⊤f = d are satisfied. Concretely, we require

fn−1+i = di + fi − fi−1 for all 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,

fn = d1 + f1, and f2n−1 = dn − fn−1.

12



Hence, minimizing the constrained problem in (4) is equivalent to minimizing the following uncon-
strained problem on the first n− 1 flow variables,

min
f∈Rn−1

A(f) := |d1 + f1|+ |dn − fn−1|+
∑

i∈[n−2]

|fi − fi+1 − di+1|+
∑

i∈[n−1]

ci|fi|. (8)

We now solve (8). We first define a sequence of partial functions {Aj : R→ R}j∈[n−1] by

A1(z) := |d1 + z|+ c1|z|,
Aj(z) := min

f∈Rj

fj=z

|d1 + f1|+
∑

i∈[j−1]

|fi − fi+1 − di+1|+
∑

i∈[j−1]

ci|fi| for all 2 ≤ j ≤ n− 2,

An−1(z) := min
f∈Rj

fj=z

A(f).

(9)

In other words, Aj(z) asks to minimize the partial function in (8) over the first j flow variables
{fi}i∈[j], corresponding to all terms in which these flow variables participate, subject to fixing fj = z.
We make some preliminary observations about the partial functions {Aj}j∈[n−1].

Lemma 4. For all j ∈ [n − 2], Aj is a convex, continuous, piecewise linear function with at most
j + 2 pieces, and An−1 is a convex, continuous, piecewise linear function with at most n+ 2 pieces.

Proof. We first establish convexity by induction; the base case j = 1 is clear. We next observe that

Aj(z) = cj |z|+min
w∈R
|w − z − dj |+Aj−1(w) for all 2 ≤ j ≤ n− 2,

An−1(z) = |dn − z|+ cn−1|z|+min
w∈R
|w − z − dn−1|+An−2(w).

(10)

In other words, each partial function Aj can be recursively defined by first minimizing the first
j − 2 flow variables for a fixed value fj−1 = w, and then taking the optimal choice of w. Moreover,
supposing inductively Aj−1 is convex, Aj is the sum of a convex function and a partial minimization
over a jointly convex function of (w, z), so it is also convex, completing the induction.

To see that Aj is continuous (assuming continuity of Aj−1 inductively), it suffices to note Aj is the
sum of a continuous function and a partial minimization over a continuous function in two variables.

We now prove the claims about piecewise linearity, and the number of pieces. Clearly, A1 is con-
tinuous and piecewise linear with at most 3 pieces. Next, for some 2 ≤ j ≤ n− 2, suppose Aj−1 is
piecewise linear with vertices {vi}i∈[j] in nondecreasing order (possibly with repetition) and slopes
{ti}ji=0, so ti is the slope of the segment of Aj−1 between vi and vi+1, and t0 and tj are the leftmost
and rightmost slopes. For convenience we define v0 := −∞ and vj+1 :=∞. Consider the function

min
w∈R
|w − z − dj |+Aj−1(w). (11)

For all values z satisfying vi ≤ z + dj ≤ vi+1 where 0 ≤ i ≤ j, the function |w − z − dj |+ Aj−1(w)
is piecewise linear with vertices v1, . . . , vi, z + dj , vi+1, . . . , vj , and correspondingly ordered slopes
t0 − 1, t1 − 1, . . . , ti − 1, ti + 1, . . . , tj + 1. The minimizing w in (11) corresponds to any v ∈
{vi}i∈[j]∪{z+dj} where the slope switches from nonpositive to nonnegative, which is either a fixed
vertex v = vk for the entire range vi ≤ z + dj ≤ vi+1, or the new vertex z + dj for this entire range.
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In the former case, we have

min
w∈R
|w − z − dj |+Aj−1(w) = |vk − z − dj |+Aj−1(vk), (12)

which up to a constant additive shift is |z − (vk − dj)|, a linear function in z in the range vi ≤
z + dj ≤ vi+1 because the sign of z − (vk − dj) does not change. In the latter case, we have

min
w∈R
|w − z − dj |+Aj−1(w) = Aj−1(z + dj), (13)

which again is a linear function in z in the range vi ≤ z+dj ≤ vi+1 by induction. In conclusion, (11)
is linear in each range z ∈ [vi−dj , vi+1−dj ], so it is piecewise linear with at most j+1 pieces; adding
cj |z|, which introduces at most 1 more piece, completes the induction. An analogous argument holds
for j = n− 1, but we potentially introduce two more pieces due to adding |dn − z|+ cn−1|z|.
For convenience, we now describe how to update the slopes and vertices going from the piecewise
linear function Aj−1 to Aj . Also, as above suppose the vertices of Aj−1 are {vi}i∈[j] and the
corresponding slopes are {ti}ji=0. Then because we argued (11) is linear in each range z ∈ [vi −
dj , vi+1 − dj ], it has vertices {vi − dj}i∈[j]. If z ∈ [vi − dj , vi+1 − dj ] and ti ∈ [−1, 1], then we are
in the case of (13) and the corresponding slope in this range is ti. Otherwise, if ti ≤ −1 we are in
the case of (12) with slope −1, and if ti ≥ 1 the slope of the piece is similarly 1. We then add cj |z|
(and |dn − z| if j = n− 1). In summary, the new slopes and vertices are as follows.

• If j ≤ n − 2, the new vertices are {vi − dj}i∈[j] ∪ {0}. If vk − dj ≤ 0 ≤ vk+1 − dj for some
0 ≤ k ≤ j, using our convention v0 = −∞ and vj+1 =∞, the new slopes are

{clip[−1,1](ti)− cj}0≤i<k ∪ {clip[−1,1](tk)− cj}
∪{clip[−1,1](tk) + cj} ∪ {clip[−1,1](ti) + cj}k<i≤j .

(14)

• If j = n− 1, the new vertices are {vi − dj}i∈[j] ∪ {0} ∪ {dn}. If vk − dj ≤ 0 ≤ vk+1 − dj and
vh − dj ≤ dn ≤ vh+1 − dn for some 0 ≤ h, k ≤ j, the new slopes are

{clip[−1,1](ti)− cjιvi+1≤dj + cjιvi≥dj} 0≤i≤j
i ̸∈{h,k}

∪
{

clip[−1,1](tk)− cj

}
∪
{

clip[−1,1](tk) + cj

}
∪
{

clip[−1,1](th)− 1
}
∪
{

clip[−1,1](th) + 1
}
,

(15)

where we let ιE denote the 0-1 indicator variable of an event E .
The ordering of these vertices and their slopes are uniquely determined, because they are sorted
similarly due to convexity, which implies nondecreasing slopes as z increases. Finally, we note
that assuming the invariant that at least one {ti}ji=0 is nonnegative and at least one is nonpositive
(which holds in the first iteration), in either of the cases (14) or (15) this invariant is preserved,
since clipping preserves signs, the smallest slope decreases, and the largest slope increases.

We require one additional property of the slope updates (14).

Lemma 5. For j ∈ [n− 1], let {ti}ji=0 be the nondecreasing slopes of Aj. Then t0 ≤ −1 and tj ≥ 1.
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Proof. By observation, the smallest and largest slopes of A1 (9) are −1 − c1 and 1 + c1. Hence,
assuming inductively the lemma statement is true for Aj−1, the slope updates (14) result in smallest
and largest slopes −1− cj and −1 + cj in Aj , completing the induction.

We next observe that, by storing a constant amount of information in each iteration, we can work
backwards from an optimal solution to An−1 and recover all flow variables which realized this value.

Lemma 6. Let {vi}i∈[j] and {ti}ji=0 be the nondecreasing vertices and slopes of Aj−1 for some
2 ≤ j ≤ n − 1. Suppose we know vℓ and vr for ℓ, r ∈ [j], defined such that tℓ−1 ≤ −1 but tℓ ≥ −1,
and similarly tr−1 ≤ 1 but tr ≥ 1. Then given a value of z, we can compute in O(1) time

argminw∈R|w − z − dj |+Aj−1(w).

Proof. Note that existence of vℓ, vr is guaranteed by Lemma 5. We consider three cases.

First, if z+dj ∈ [vℓ, vr], we claim w = z+dj . To see this, recall that if z+dj ∈ [vi, vi+1], we proved
in Lemma 4 that the slopes of |w−z−dj |+Aj−1(w) (in w) are t0−1, t1−1, . . . , ti−1, ti+1, . . . , tj+1.
Hence, the assumptions imply ti ∈ [−1, 1], so a vertex of |w − z − dj | + Aj−1(w) where the slope
changes from nonpositive to nonnegative (i.e. the minimizing argument w) is w = z+dj , as claimed.

To handle the other two cases, if z + dj ≤ vℓ, then the above calculation shows the new optimal
vertex is w = vℓ; similarly, if z + dj ≥ vr the new optimal vertex is w = vr.

We now describe an interface for a data structure that we use to efficiently implement the up-
dates (14) and (15), whose existence we prove in the following Section 3.3.

Lemma 7. There is a data structure, SegmentTree, which initializes a vector t ∈ Rn to t ← 0n,
and supports the following operations each in O(log n) time.

• Query(i): Return ti.

• Add(ℓ, r, c): Update ti ← ti + c for all ℓ ≤ i ≤ r.

• Set(ℓ, r, c): Update ti ← c for all ℓ ≤ i ≤ r.

Given access to SegmentTree, we now describe how to solve (8) in nearly-linear time.

Proposition 1. There is an algorithm which computes a minimizer f ∈ Rn−1 to A in (8), as well
as the minimizing value A(f), in time O(n log2(n)).

Proof. We first describe how to compute all of the vertices and slopes {vi}i∈[n−1], {ti}n−1
i=0 of An−2

in time O(n log2(n)). The proof of Lemma 4 shows that the vertices are−
n−2∑

k=j+1

dk


n−2

j=0

, (16)

where we treat the empty sum as 0. Moreover, the vertex −∑n−2
k=j+1 dk is the new vertex which

was inserted (as 0) when computing Aj , and then advanced through the remaining iterations.
We sort the vertices (16) into nondecreasing order, keeping track of the resulting permutation
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π : [n− 2] ∪ {0} → [n− 1], i.e. if the vertex −∑n−2
k=j+1 dk is the ith smallest in (16), then π(j) = i.

This step takes time O(n log n) and does not dominate.

We next initialize a SegmentTree (Lemma 7) with n vertices. We update it through the first n− 2
recursive computations of slopes, via (14), keeping track of a time counter j, i.e. after we are done
updating the slopes of Aj the time counter increments. The state of SegmentTree at the end of time
j is as follows. For all k ∈ [j], letting π(h) be the next largest value after π(k) amongst {π(k′)}k′∈[j],
we require that ti equals the slope of the segment to the right of the vertex inserted at time k in Aj

for all the coordinates π(k) + 1 ≤ i ≤ π(h). In other words, SegmentTree stores all of the slopes of
Aj in its coordinates (with redundancies due to vertices which will be inserted after time j), and π
maps the times vertices are inserted to their coordinate values in SegmentTree.

We next show how to maintain this state in O(log2(n)) time per time increment. In iteration j, the
update (14) requires us to clip all previous slopes to the range [−1, 1], subtract cj from all slopes in
the range [1, π(j)], and add cj to all slopes in the range [π(j) + 1, n]. We first use Query to perform
binary searches for the values ℓ, r as defined in Lemma 5. We then sequentially apply

Set(1, ℓ,−1), Set(r + 1, n, 1), Add(1, π(j),−cj), Add(π(j) + 1, n, cj).

The dominant runtime term is the cost of O(log(n)) calls to Query to perform the binary search,
giving the claimed O(log2(n)) runtime per time increment. We can now call Query n times to
compute all slopes and vertices of An−2. We will also store the values of vℓ and vr at time j, which
takes O(1) time given ℓ, r, π, and partial sums which can be precomputed in time O(n).

Given these slopes and vertices, it is straightforward to apply (15) to compute all slopes and vertices
of An−1 in time O(n), at which point we can find z := argminz∈RAn−1(z). Next, by using our stored
values of vℓ and vr in every iteration, we can then use Lemma 6 to compute all the optimal flow
values realizing An−1(z). Finally, we can compute the optimal value (8) in time O(n).

We complete this section by stating a guarantee for computing smCE(D̂n) in (3).

Corollary 1. There is an algorithm which computes the value of (3) in time O(n log2(n)).

Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 3, the equivalence between the constrained problem (4) and
the unconstrained problem (8), and Proposition 1.

3.3 Implementation of SegmentTree

In this section, we develop a data structure known as a segment tree which plays a vital role in our
main algorithm. In particular, it allows us to prove Lemma 7. While this data structure is well-
known folklore in the competitive programming community (see e.g. an overview of this technique
in [QM22]), we provide a full description and proof for completeness.

For integers ℓ and r satisfying ℓ ≤ r, we use [ℓ : r] to denote the set {ℓ, ℓ+ 1, . . . , r}.
Lemma 8 (Segment tree). Let G be a semigroup with an identity element e, where the semigroup
product of a, b ∈ G is denoted by a · b or ab and is not necessarily commutative. Let v be an array
of length n, where each element of v is initialized to be the identity element e of G. There is a data
structure D, called a segment tree, that can perform each of the following operations in O(log n)
time (assuming a semigroup product can be computed in constant time).
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1. Access(i): given i ∈ [1 : n], return the ith element in v.

2. Apply(g, ℓ, r): given ℓ, r ∈ [1 : n] satisfying ℓ ≤ r, and given a semigroup element g ∈ G, for
each index i ∈ [ℓ : r], replace v[i] with g · v[i].

Before proving Lemma 8, we first use it to prove Lemma 7.

Proof of Lemma 7. We apply the data structure in Lemma 8 to a specific semigroup G defined as
follows. The elements of G are functions τ : R → R, where the identity element e is the identity
function e(u) = u for every u ∈ R, and the semigroup product is defined as function composition:
(a · b)(u) = a(b(u)) for every a, b ∈ G and u ∈ R. The semigroup G consists of the following
functions: addc and setc for every c ∈ R. These functions are defined as follows:

addc(u) = u+ c, setc(u) = c, for every u ∈ R.

It is easy to check that these functions are closed under composition:

addc · addc′ = addc+c′ ,

setc · setc′ = setc,

addc · setc′ = setc+c′ ,

setc · addc′ = setc.

Therefore, G is a valid semigroup. We can now implement the operations Query,Add,Set in Lemma 7
using the operations Access and Apply in Lemma 8 as follows.

To implement Query(i), we run Access(i) to obtain its output g = v[i] ∈ G, and return g(0).

To implement Add(ℓ, r, c), we run Apply(addc, ℓ, r).

To implement Set(ℓ, r, c), we run Apply(setc, ℓ, r).

The correctness of this implementation can be shown inductively. At initialization, v[i] = e, and
thus Query(i) returns e(0) = 0, which is the correct value of ti at initialization. It remains to
show inductively that after each Add and Set operation, the output of Query(i), i.e., v[i](0), is the
intended value of ti. Indeed, after an Add operation, for any i ∈ [ℓ : r], the element v[i] is updated
to v[i]′ := (addc · v[i]), and thus

v[i]′(0) = (addc · v[i])(0) = addc(v[i](0)) = v[i](0) + c = ti + c,

which is the intended new value of ti. For i /∈ [ℓ : r], the element v[i] remains unchanged, and thus
v[i](0) remains unchanged. This is as desired because the new value of ti is intended to be the same
as the old value. Combining these two cases, we have shown that the Add operation maintains that
v[i](0) is the intended value of ti for every i ∈ [1 : n]. We can similarly show that the Set operation
also has this property, and thus our implementation is correct. The running time guarantee of the
implementation follows directly from the running time guarantee in Lemma 8.

We prove Lemma 8 by describing the construction of the segment tree data structure and analyzing
its correctness (Lemma 9) and efficiency (Lemma 10). By appending to the array an appropriate
number of auxiliary entries, we can assume without loss of generality that the array length n is a
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power of 2, i.e., n = 2r for a positive integer r. The data structure is implemented using a complete
binary tree T with depth r, where the 2r leaves correspond to the n = 2r entries in the array.

More specifically, we use seg(τ) ⊆ [1 : n] to denote the set of indices i that a node τ ∈ T is associated
with. For the root τ0 of the tree T , we set seg(τ0) = [1 : n] = [1 : 2r], and for its two children τ1, τ2
we set seg(τ1) = [1 : n

2 ] = [1 : 2r−1] and seg(τ2) = [n2 + 1 : n] = [2r−1 + 1 : 2r]. In general, for any
non-leaf node τ and its two children τ1, τ2, we set seg(τ1) as the first half of seg(τ), and set seg(τ2)
as the second half. In particular, for every leaf τ , seg(τ) is a singleton set consisting of a unique
index i ∈ [1 : n], and we say τ is the (unique) leaf corresponding to index i. See Figure 2 for an
example with depth r = 3.
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Layer 0

<latexit sha1_base64="DeBcokIe9YO39PBTFsts1tgBU/s=">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</latexit>

Layer 1

<latexit sha1_base64="0hSY0XDSmDNsfOutIKngGSNXc5s=">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</latexit>

Layer 2

<latexit sha1_base64="MW2wnVktQEnGLPPVVAnJ/g59c/U=">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</latexit>

Layer 3

<latexit sha1_base64="mDullCOyoWll2HH9xXgzQiMDvbo=">AAADZXicbZLdbtMwFMe9ho9RGNsY4oYLLDokhKoq6bSu42qindjFgFG166SmmhznZLMaO5HtDBUrD8EtPBlPwGvgtGUq6Y4U6ej/OyfnwydIY6a06/5eqzj37j94uP6o+vjJxtPNre1n5yrJJIUBTeJEXgREQcwEDDTTMVykEggPYhgGk07BhzcgFUtEX09TGHNyJVjEKNFWGu6OvPft8e7lVs1tuDPDq463cGpoYWeX25UTP0xoxkFoGhOlRp6b6rEhUjMaQ171MwUpoRNyBSPrCsJBjc2s3xy/sUqIo0TaT2g8U5czDOFKTXlgIznR16rMCvEuNsp01B4bJtJMg6DzQlEWY53gYngcMglUx1PrECqZ7RXTayIJ1XZF1XKZojllR+mCHVHCJ1vuSwqS6ES+M/5xbvyigyDAxzZIwDeacE5EaHzazc0cUhLjbl7Gp8v4dAV3lnGnjIPeP2wr91aS+8vJ/TJOBNxmR9izuOqHENnjmT2C4VMJYW56Hz/kpukd1vcP63vtvByTZjK1jzwP89qt+v5evekdFD+7e1ecCcbZd1isTEXmVsnt7XnlS1t1zpsNr9VofW3Wjj4vrnAdvUSv0VvkoQN0hE7QGRogiiboB/qJflX+OBvOc+fFPLSytsjZQf+Z8+ovANAbZQ==</latexit>

[1 : 8]

<latexit sha1_base64="fp2Aemf8tPyY20mJusDGSopp3Jc=">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</latexit>

[1 : 4]
<latexit sha1_base64="2HO9hSei1HoxpLoIEEjFJwnhWfY=">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</latexit>

[5 : 8]

<latexit sha1_base64="1N6HE0meXEXilvMN2cIYFJmJOGI=">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</latexit>

[1 : 2]
<latexit sha1_base64="Xy5vNI+1Jh7SQUiIT2rXAK2n1HQ=">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</latexit>

[3 : 4]
<latexit sha1_base64="78V2a85YqqjYgD9Ahmih2VUhaGQ=">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</latexit>

[5 : 6]
<latexit sha1_base64="3vdlmpuFKKlSKBxX+8Qp7OOywAw=">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</latexit>

[7 : 8]

<latexit sha1_base64="Q+VFis0lyX6J8I5OseZH1Tdymrk=">AAADZXicbZLdbtMwFMe9ho9RGGyAuOECiw4JoapKOq3r7ibaiV0MGFW7TmqqyXFONquxE9kOqFh5CG7hyXgCXgOnDVNJd6RIR//fOTkfPkEaM6Vd9/dGzblz9979zQf1h4+2Hj/Z3nl6rpJMUhjRJE7kRUAUxEzASDMdw0UqgfAghnEw6xV8/BWkYokY6nkKU06uBIsYJdpK413feH6+e7ndcFvuwvC645VOA5V2drlTO/HDhGYchKYxUWriuameGiI1ozHkdT9TkBI6I1cwsa4gHNTULPrN8RurhDhKpP2Exgt1NcMQrtScBzaSE32tqqwQb2OTTEfdqWEizTQIuiwUZTHWCS6GxyGTQHU8tw6hktleMb0mklBtV1SvlimaU3aUPtgRJXy05T6nIIlO5DvjH+fGLzoIAnxsgwR8ownnRITGp/3cLCElMe7nVXy6ik/XcG8V96o4GPzDtvJgLXm4mjys4kTATXaEPYvrfgiRPZ7FIxg+lxDmZvDhfW7a3mFz/7C5182rMWkmU/vIyzCv22nu7zXb3kHxs9t3xZlgnH2HcmUqMjdKbm/Pq17aunPebnmdVudLu3H0qbzCTfQSvUZvkYcO0BE6QWdohCiaoR/oJ/pV++NsOc+dF8vQ2kaZ8wz9Z86rv5G7G+s=</latexit>{1} <latexit sha1_base64="PAP+nIfuoZCrlZKOvMlxtkqux0M=">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</latexit>{2} <latexit sha1_base64="n9ydh3HqC4vvWhS4zHnsW9ZK+x4=">AAADZXicbZLdbtMwFMe9ho9RGGyAuOECiw4JoapKWq3r7ibaiV0MGFW7TmqqyXFONquxE9nOpmLlIbiFJ+MJeA2ctkwl3ZEiHf1/5+R8+ARpzJR23d8bFefe/QcPNx9VHz/Zevpse+f5mUoySWFIkziR5wFREDMBQ810DOepBMKDGEbBtFvw0TVIxRIx0LMUJpxcChYxSrSVRru+afn57sV2zW24c8Prjrd0amhppxc7lWM/TGjGQWgaE6XGnpvqiSFSMxpDXvUzBSmhU3IJY+sKwkFNzLzfHL+zSoijRNpPaDxXVzMM4UrNeGAjOdFXqswK8S42znTUmRgm0kyDoItCURZjneBieBwyCVTHM+sQKpntFdMrIgnVdkXVcpmiOWVH6YEdUcJnW+5rCpLoRH4w/lFu/KKDIMBHNkjADU04JyI0Pu3lZgEpiXEvL+OTVXyyhruruFvGQf8ftpX7a8mD1eRBGScCbrMj7Flc9UOI7PHMH8HwmYQwN/1PH3PT9A7qewf1Vicvx6SZTO0jL8K8Tru+16o3vf3iZ3fvijPBOPsOy5WpyNwqub09r3xp685Zs+G1G+1vzdrhl+UVbqLX6C16jzy0jw7RMTpFQ0TRFP1AP9Gvyh9ny3npvFqEVjaWOS/Qf+a8+QuXtxvt</latexit>{3} <latexit sha1_base64="T0v+q/I6+rhFsKBFVfzUbttlGks=">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</latexit>{4} <latexit sha1_base64="WbP6eg23pqeJa60VtiH56DmlkU8=">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</latexit>{5} <latexit sha1_base64="+gKzAQdQR6u+kinFZ2GoeukxDEQ=">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</latexit>{6} <latexit sha1_base64="TfCHpkh2eCIhV0I0EokxJwhnvUI=">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</latexit>{7} <latexit sha1_base64="WihBAffcWv5RYCKgOZo1TWjfZRg=">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</latexit>{8}
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Figure 2: Example of segment tree with depth r = 3.

At every node τ of the tree, we maintain a semigroup element gτ ∈ G initialized to the identity e.

Access. We implement Access(i) as follows. Let τ0 → · · · → τr be the directed path from the root
τ0 to the leaf τr corresponding to index i. We return the semigroup product gτ0gτ1 · · · gτr .

Apply. We implement Apply(g, ℓ, r) recursively. That is, we implement Apply(g, ℓ, r, τ) in Algo-
rithm 1 which takes a node τ ∈ T as an additional input. We then define Apply(g, ℓ, r) in Lemma 8
to be Apply(g, ℓ, r, τ0) in Algorithm 1, where the additional input is set as the root τ0 of the tree T .

Correctness. At initialization, each array element v[i] is initialized to be the identity element e.
The semigroup element gτ stored at each tree node τ is also initialized to be e, so Access(i) returns
the correct value e. It remains to show that Access(i) still returns the correct value of v[i] after each
Apply operation. This is established in the following lemma.

Lemma 9. For some i ∈ [1 : n], let τ0 → . . .→ τr be the directed path from the root τ0 to the leaf τr
corresponding to index i. Let ĝτ0 , . . . , ĝτr ∈ G denote the current states of the semigroup elements
gτ0 , . . . , gτr stored in the data structure. Then after we call Apply(g, l, r), we have

gτ0 · · · gτr =

{
g · ĝτ0 · · · ĝτr , if i ∈ [ℓ : r],

ĝτ0 · · · ĝτr , if i /∈ [ℓ : r].

Proof. It is clear that [1 : n] = seg(τ0) ⊇ · · · ⊇ seg(τr) = {i}. If i ∈ [ℓ : r], let τj be the first node
among τ0, . . . , τr such that seg(τj) ⊆ [ℓ, r]. We can inductively show that for every j′ = 1, . . . , j,
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Algorithm 1 Apply(g, ℓ, r, τ)

1: if seg(τ) ∩ [ℓ : r] = ∅ then
2: return
3: end if
4: if seg(τ) ⊆ [ℓ : r] then
5: gτ ← g · gτ
6: return
7: end if
8: Let τ1, τ2 be the two children of τ
9: gτ1 ← gτ · gτ1

10: gτ2 ← gτ · gτ2
11: gτ ← e
12: Apply(g, ℓ, r, τ1)
13: Apply(g, ℓ, r, τ2)

right before we make the recursive call to Apply(g, ℓ, r, τj′), we have

gτi =


e, if i < j′,

ĝτ0 · · · ĝτj , if i = j′,

ĝτi , if i > j′.

When we call Apply(g, ℓ, r, τj), since seg(τj) ⊆ [ℓ : r], Line 5 is executed and the function returns
after that. Now we have

gτi =


e, if i < j,

g · ĝτ0 · · · ĝτj , if i = j,

ĝτi , if i > j.

This implies gτ0 · · · gτr = g · ĝτ0 · · · ĝτr , as desired.

Similarly, if i /∈ [ℓ, r], let τj be the first node among τ0, . . . , τr such that seg(τj) ∩ [ℓ : r] = ∅. We
can show that

gτi =


e, if i < j,

ĝτ0 . . . ĝτj , if i = j,

ĝτi , if i > j.

This implies gτ0 · · · gτr = ĝτ0 · · · ĝτr , as desired.

Efficiency. The following result establishes the running time guarantee in Lemma 8.

Lemma 10. Both Access and Apply run in O(log n) time.

Proof. It is clear that Access runs in time O(r) = O(log n). When we run Apply(g, ℓ, r, τ), the
recursive calls at Lines 12-13 are made only when [ℓ : r] intersects but does not contain seg(τ), i.e.,
∅ ⊊ seg(τ) ∩ [ℓ : r] ⊊ seg(τ). There are at most 2 such nodes τ at each level of the binary tree, so
the total number of such nodes τ is O(log n). This implies that Apply runs in time O(log n).
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3.4 Testing via smooth calibration

In this section, we build upon Corollary 1 and give algorithms that solve the testing problems in
Definitions 2 and 4. We begin with a result from [BGHN23a] which bounds how well the smooth
calibration of an empirical distribution approximates the smooth calibration of the population.

Lemma 11 (Corollary 9.9, [BGHN23a]). For any ε ∈ (0, 1), there is an n = O( 1
ε2
) such that if D̂n

is the empirical distribution over n i.i.d. draws from D, with probability ≥ 2
3 ,∣∣∣smCE(D)− smCE(D̂n)

∣∣∣ ≤ ε.

Further, we recall the smooth calibration error is constant-factor related to the LDTC.

Lemma 12 (Theorem 7.3, [BGHN23a]). For any distribution D over [0, 1]× {0, 1}, we have

1

2
dCE(D) ≤ smCE(D) ≤ 2dCE(D).

For completeness, we make the simple (but to our knowledge, new) observation that, while the
constants in Lemma 12 are not necessarily tight, there is a constant gap between dCE and smCE.

Lemma 13. Suppose for constants B ≥ A > 0, it is the case that A · dCE(D) ≤ smCE(D) ≤
B · dCE(D) for all distributions D over [0, 1]× {0, 1}. Then, B

A ≥ 3
2 .

Proof. First, we claim that A ≤ 1. To see this, let (v, y) ∼ D be distributed where v = 1
2 with

probability 1, and y ∼ Bern(12 + ε) for some ε ∈ [0, 12 ]. Clearly, smCE(D) = |12 − (12 + ε)| = ε.
Moreover, dCE(D) = ε, which follows from the same Jensen’s inequality argument as in Lemma 1,
so this shows that A ≤ 1. Next, we claim that B ≥ 3

2 , concluding the proof. Consider the joint
distribution over (u, v, y) in Table 3.4, and let D be the marginal of (v, y). It is straightforward to

Probability mass u v y w(v)

1
2

1
2

1
2 − ε 1 1

1
2

1
2

1
2 0 1− ε

check (u, y) is calibrated and E|u−v| = ε
2 , so dCE(D) ≤ ε

2 . Moreover, smCE(v, y) ≥ 3ε
4 , as witnessed

by the Lipschitz weight function w(v) in Table 3.4, finishing our proof that B ≥ 3
2 :

smCE(v, y) ≥ E[(y − v)w(v)] =
1

2

((
1

2
+ ε

)
· 1
)
+

1

2

((
−1

2

)
· (1− ε)

)
=

3ε

4
.

Using these claims, we now give our tolerant calibration tester in the regime ε1 > 4ε2.

Theorem 3. Let 0 ≤ ε2 ≤ ε1 ≤ 1 satisfy ε1 > 4ε2, and let n ≥ Ctct · 1
(ε1−4ε2)2

for a universal
constant Ctct. There is an algorithm A which solves the (ε1, ε2)-tolerant calibration testing problem
with n samples, which runs in time

O
(
n log2(n)

)
.
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Proof. Throughout the proof, let α := ε1
2 − 2ε2 > 0. Consider the following algorithm.

1. Sample n ≥ Ctct
α2 samples to form an empirical distribution D̂n, where Ctct is chosen large

enough so that Lemma 11 guarantees |smCE(D)− smCE(D̂n)| ≤ α
2 with probability ≥ 2

3 .

2. Call Corollary 1 to obtain β, the value of smCE(D̂n).

3. Return “yes” if β ≤ 2ε2 +
α
2 , and return “no” otherwise.

Conditioned on the event |smCE(D) − smCE(D̂n)| ≤ α
2 , we show that the algorithm succeeds in

tolerant calibration testing. First, if dCE(D) ≤ ε2, then smCE(D) ≤ 2ε2 by Lemma 12, and therefore
by the assumed success of Lemma 11, the algorithm will return “yes.” Second, if dCE(D) ≥ ε1, then
smCE(D) ≥ ε1

2 by Lemma 12, and similarly the algorithm returns “no” in this case. Finally, the
runtime is immediate from Corollary 1; all other steps take O(1) time.

Theorem 3 has the following implication for (standard) calibration testing.

Corollary 2. Let n ∈ N and let εn ∈ (0, 1) be minimal such that it is information-theoretically
possible to solve the εn-calibration testing problem with n samples. For some ε = Θ(εn), there is an
algorithm A which solves the ε-calibration testing problem with n samples, which runs in time

O
(
n log2(n)

)
.

Proof. Recall from Lemma 1 that εn = Ω(n−1/2). The conclusion follows by applying Theorem 3
with ε1 ← Θ(εn) and ε2 ← 0.

4 Lower distance to calibration

In this section, we provide our main result on approximating the lower distance to calibration of
a distribution on [0, 1] × {0, 1}. We provide details on a framework for lifting constrained linear
programs to equivalent unconstrained counterparts in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we next state
preliminary definitions and results from [BGHN23a] used in our algorithm. In Section 4.3, we then
develop a rounding procedure compatible with a linear program which closely approximates the
empirical lower distance to calibration. Finally, in Section 4.4, we use our rounding procedure to
design an algorithm for calibration testing, which solves the problem for a larger range of parameters
than Theorem 4 (i.e. the entire relevant parameter range), at a quadratic runtime overhead.

4.1 Rounding linear programs

In this section, we give a general framework for approximately solving linear programs, following
similar developments in the recent combinatorial optimization literature [She13, JST19]. Roughly
speaking, this framework is a technique for losslessly converting a constrained convex program to
an unconstrained one, provided we can show existence of a rounding procedure compatible with the
constrained program in an appropriate sense. We begin with our definition of a rounding procedure.
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Definition 6 (Rounding procedure). Consider a convex program defined on the intersection of
convex set X with linear equality constraints Ax = b:

min
x∈X
Ax=b

c⊤x. (17)

We say Round is a (Ã, b̃, p)-equality rounding procedure for (A, b, c,X ) if p ≥ 1, and for any x ∈ X ,
there exists x′ := Round(x) ∈ X such that Ax′ = b, Ãx′ = b̃, and

c⊤x′ ≤ c⊤x+
∥∥∥Ãx− b̃

∥∥∥
p
. (18)

Intuitively, rounding procedures replace the hard-constrained problem (17) with its soft-constrained
variants, i.e. the soft equality-constrained

min
x∈X

c⊤x+
∥∥∥Ãx− b̃

∥∥∥
p
, (19)

for some (Ã, b̃, p) constructed from the corresponding hard-constrained problem instance (parame-
terized by A, b, c,X ). Leveraging the assumptions on our rounding procedure, we now show how to
relate approximate solutions to these problems, generalizing Lemma 1 of [JST19].

Lemma 14. Let x be an ε-approximate minimizer to (19), and let Round be a (Ã, b̃, p)-equality
rounding procedure for (A, b, c,X ). Then x′ := Round(x) is an ε-approximate minimizer to (17).

Proof. We first claim that a minimizing solution to (19) satisfies the constraints Ax = b. To see
this, given any x ∈ X , we can produce x′ ∈ X with Ax′ = b and such that x′ has smaller objective
value in (19). Indeed, letting x′ := Round(x′), (18) guarantees

c⊤x′ = c⊤x′ +
∥∥∥Ãx′ − b̃

∥∥∥
p
≤ c⊤x+

∥∥∥Ãx− b̃
∥∥∥
p
,

as claimed. Now let x⋆ ∈ X satisfying Ax⋆ = b minimize (19). Then, if x is an ε-approximate
minimizer to (19) and x′ = Round(x), we have the desired claim from Ax′ = b, and

c⊤x′ = c⊤x′ +
∥∥∥Ãx′ − b̃

∥∥∥
p
≤ c⊤x+

∥∥∥Ãx− b̃
∥∥∥
p
≤ c⊤x⋆ +

∥∥∥Ãx⋆ − b̃
∥∥∥
p
= c⊤x⋆ + ε.

In the remainder of the section, we apply our rounding framework to a hard-constrained linear
program, in the p = 1 geometry. To aid in approximately solving the soft-constrained linear
programs arising from our framework, we use the following procedure from [JT23], building upon
the recent literature for solving box-simplex games at accelerated rates [She17, JST19, CST21]. In
the statement of Proposition 2, we use the notation

∥A∥p→q := max
x∈Rn|∥x∥p≤1

∥Ax∥q .

Notice that in particular, ∥A∥1→1 is the largest ℓ1 norm of any column of A.
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Proposition 2 (Theorem 1, [JT23]). Let A ∈ Rn×d, b ∈ Rd, c ∈ Rn, and ε > 0. There is an
algorithm which computes an ε-approximate saddle point to the box-simplex game

min
x∈[−1,1]n

max
y∈∆d

x⊤Ay − b⊤y + c⊤x, (20)

in time
O

(
nnz(A) · ∥A∥1→1 log d

ε

)
.

We also require a standard claim on converting minimax optimization error to error on an induced
minimization objective. To introduce our notation, we say that x ∈ X is an ε-approximate minimizer
of f : X → R if f(x)−minx′∈X f(x′) ≤ ε. We call (x, y) ∈ X ×Y an ε-approximate saddle point to
a convex-concave function f : X × Y → R if its duality gap is at most ε, i.e.

max
y′∈Y

f(x, y′)− min
x′∈X

f(x′, y) ≤ ε.

Lemma 15. Let f : X×Y → R be convex-concave for compact X ,Y, and let g(x) := maxy∈Y f(x, y)
for x ∈ X . If (x, y) is an ε-approximate saddle point to f , x is an ε-approximate minimizer to g.

Proof. Let y′ := argmaxy∈Yf(x, y) and x′ := argminx′∈X f(x
′, y). The conclusion follows from

min
x⋆∈X

g(x⋆) = min
x⋆∈X

max
y⋆∈Y

f(x⋆, y⋆) = max
y⋆∈Y

min
x⋆∈X

f(x⋆, y⋆) ≥ min
x′∈X

f(x′, y),

where we used strong duality (via Sion’s minimax theorem), so that

g(x)− min
x⋆∈X

g(x⋆) ≤ g(x)− f(x′, y) = f(x, y′)− f(x′, y) ≤ ε.

The following corollary of Proposition 2 will be particularly useful in our development, which is
immediate using Lemma 15, upon negating the box-simplex game (20), exchanging the names of
the variables (x, y), (b, c), and explicitly maximizing over y ∈ [−1, 1]n, i.e.

min
x∈∆d

⟨c, x⟩+ ∥Ax− b∥1 = min
x∈∆d

max
y∈[−1,1]n

⟨c, x⟩+ y⊤(Ax− b).

Corollary 3. Let A ∈ Rn×d, b ∈ Rn, c ∈ Rd, and ε > 0. There is an algorithm which computes an
ε-approximate minimizer to minx∈∆d c⊤x+ ∥Ax− b∥1, in time

O

(
nnz(A) · ∥A∥1→1 log d

ε

)
.
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4.2 LDTC preliminaries

In this section, we collect preliminaries for our testing algorithm based on estimating the LDTC.
First, analogously to Lemma 11, we recall a bound from [BGHN23a] on the deviation of the empirical
estimate of dCE(D) from the population truth which holds with constant probability.

Lemma 16 (Theorem 9.10, [BGHN23a]). For any ε ∈ (0, 1), there is an n = O( 1
ε2
) such that, if

D̂n is the empirical distribution over n i.i.d. draws from D, with probability ≥ 2
3 ,∣∣∣dCE(D)− dCE(D̂n)

∣∣∣ ≤ ε.

Next, given a set U ⊂ [0, 1], we provide an analog of Definition 1 which is restricted to U .

Definition 7 (U -LDTC). Let U ⊂ [0, 1], and let D be a distribution over [0, 1] × {0, 1}. Define
extU (D) to be all joint distributions Π over (u, v, y) ∈ U×[0, 1]×{0, 1}, with the following properties.

• The marginal distribution of (v, y) is D.

• The marginal distribution (u, y) is perfectly calibrated, i.e. EΠ[y|u] = u.

The U -lower distance to calibration (U -LDTC) of D, denoted dCEU (D), is defined by

dCEU (D) := inf
Π∈extU (D)

E(u,v,y)∼Π |u− v| .

Note that if we require {0, 1} ⊂ U , then extU (D) is always nonempty, because we can let u = y
with probability 1. We also state a helper claim from [BGHN23a], which relates dCEU to dCE.

Lemma 17 (Lemma 7.11, [BGHN23a]). Let D be a distribution over [0, 1]× {0, 1}, and let U be a
finite ε

2 -covering of [0, 1] satisfying {0, 1} ⊆ U . Then, dCE(D) ≤ dCEU (D) ≤ dCE(D) + ε.

To this end, in the rest of the section we define, for any ε ∈ (0, 1),

Uε := {0, 1} ∪
{
iε

2
| i ∈

[⌊
2

ε

⌋]}
, (21)

which is an ε
2 -cover of [0, 1] satisfying |Uε| = O(1ε ). Finally, we state a linear program whose value

is equivalent to dCEU (D), when the first marginal of D is discretely supported.

Lemma 18 (Lemma 7.6, [BGHN23a]). Let U, V ⊂ [0, 1] be discrete sets, where {0, 1} ⊂ U , and
let D be a distribution over V × {0, 1}, where for (v, y) ∈ V × {0, 1} we denote the probability
of (v, y) ∼ D by D(v, y). The following linear program with 2|U ||V | variables Π(u, v, y) for all
(u, v, y) ∈ U × V × {0, 1}, is feasible, and its optimal value equals dCEU (D):

min
Π∈R2|U||V |

≥0

∑
(u,v,y)∈U×V×{0,1}

|u− v|Π(u, v, y)

such that
∑
u∈U

Π(u, v, y) = D(v, y), for all (v, y) ∈ V × {0, 1},

and (1− u)
∑
v∈V

Π(u, v, 1) = u
∑
v∈V

Π(u, v, 0), for all u ∈ U.
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4.3 Rounding for empirical U-LDTC

Analogously to Section 3.1, in this section we fix a dataset under consideration,

D̂n := {(vi, yi)}i∈[n] ⊂ [0, 1]× {0, 1},

and the corresponding empirical distribution, also denoted D̂n, where (v, y) ∼ D̂n means (v, y) =
(vi, yi) with probability 1

n for each i ∈ [n]. We let V := {vi}i∈[n] be identified with [n] in the natural
way. Moreover, for a fixed parameter ε ∈ (0, 1) throughout, we let U := Uε defined in (21). Finally,
we denote m := |U | = O(1ε ), and let U ∈ [0, 1]m×m be the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries
correspond to U . We also identify elements of U with j ∈ [m] in an arbitrary but consistent way,
writing uj ∈ [0, 1] to mean the jth element of U according to this identification.

We next rewrite the linear program in Lemma 18 into a more convenient reformulation.

Lemma 19. The linear program in Lemma 18 can equivalently be written as:

dCEU (D̂n) := min
x∈X

Mx= 1
n
1n

UB0x0=(Im−U)B1x1

c⊤x, where X := ∆2mn and we denote x =

(
x0 ∈ Rmn

x1 ∈ Rmn

)
, (22)

where we define c ∈ R2mn, M ∈ Rn×2mn, and B0,B1 ∈ Rm×mn by

c(i,j,k) := |uj − vi| for all (i, j, k) ∈ [n]× [m]× {0, 1},

Mi′,(i,j,k) :=

{
1 yi = k, i′ = i

0 else
for all i′ ∈ [n], (i, j, k) ∈ [n]× [m]× {0, 1},

and [B0]j′,(i,j,k) :=

{
1 j = j′, k = 0

0 else
for all j′ ∈ [m], (i, j, k) ∈ [n]× [m]× {0, 1},

[B1]j′,(i,j,k) :=

{
1 j = j′, k = 1

0 else
for all j′ ∈ [m], (i, j, k) ∈ [n]× [m]× {0, 1}.

Proof. This is clear from observation, but we give a brief explanation of the notation. First, x ∈ X
represents the density function of our joint distribution Π over U × V × {0, 1}, and has 2mn
coordinates identified with elements (i, j, k) ∈ V ×U ×{0, 1} ≡ [n]× [m]×{0, 1}. We let the subset
of coordinates with k = 0 be denoted x0 ∈ Rmn, defining x1 similarly. Recalling the definition of
the linear program in Lemma 18, x(i,j,k) is indeed reweighted by c(i,j,k) = |uj − vi|.

Next, M represents the marginal constraints in Lemma 18, and enforcing Mx = 1
n1n is equivalent

to the statement that, for each i′ ∈ [n], the sum of all entries (i, j, k) of x with i = i′ and k = yi is
1
n , since that is the probability density assigned to (vi′ , yi′) by the distribution D̂n.

Lastly, the jth calibration constraint in Lemma 18 is enforced by the jth row of the equation
UB0x0 = (Im −U)B1x1, which reads uj ⟨[B0]j:, x0⟩ = (1 − uj) ⟨[B1]j:, x1⟩. We can check by the
definitions of [B0]j:, [B1]j: that this is consistent with our earlier calibration constraints.
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We give a convenient way of visualizing the marginal and calibration constraints described in
Lemma 19. For convenience, we identify each x ∈ ∆2mn with an m× 2n matrix

mat(x) = X =
(
X0 ∈ Rm×n X1 ∈ Rm×n

)
, (23)

where X0 consists of entries of x0 arranged in a matrix fashion (with rows corresponding to [m] ≡ U
and columns corresponding to [n] ≡ V ), and similarly X1 is a rearrangement of x1, recalling (22).
When explaining how we design our rounding procedures to modify X to satisfy constraints, it will
be helpful to view entries of X as denoting an amount of physical mass which we can move around.

There are 2n columns in X, corresponding to pairs (i, k) ∈ V ×{0, 1}; among these, we say n columns
are “active,” where column (i, k) is active iff yi = k, and we say the other n columns are “inactive.”
Following notation (23), the marginal constraints X = 1

n1n simply ask that the total amount of
mass in each active column is 1

n , so there is no mass in any inactive column since x ∈ ∆2mn.

Moreover, there are m rows in X, each corresponding to some j ∈ U . If we let ℓj denote the amount
of mass on [X0]j: and rj the amount of mass on [X1]j:, the jth calibration constraint simply asks
that ujℓj = (1− uj)rj , i.e. it enforces balance on the amount of mass in each row’s two halves.

Finally, for consistency with Definition 6, the linear program in (22) can be concisely written as

min
x∈X
Ax=b

c⊤x, where A :=

(
M
B

)
, B :=

(
UB0 −(Im −U)B1

)
, b :=

(
1
n1n

0m

)
(24)

and c, X are as defined in (22). In the rest of the section, following Definition 6, we develop an
equality rounding procedure for the equality-constrained linear program in (24) in two steps.

1. In Lemma 20, we first show how to take x ∈ X with ∥Mx− 1
n1n∥1 = ∆, and produce x′ ∈ X

such that Mx′ = 1
n1n (i.e. x′ now satisfies the marginal constraints) and ∥x− x′∥1 = O(∆).

2. In Lemma 22, we then consider x ∈ X such that, following the notation (22), ∥UB0x0− (Im−
U)B1x1∥1 = ∆. We show how to produce x′ ∈ X such that Mx = Mx′ (i.e. the marginals of
x′ are unchanged), UB0x

′
0 = (Im −U)B1x

′
1 (i.e. x′ is calibrated), and ⟨c, x′ − x⟩ = O(∆).

Our rounding procedure uses Lemma 20 to satisfy the marginal constraints in (22), and then applies
Lemma 22 to the result to satisfy the calibration constraints in (22) without affecting the marginal
constraints. By leveraging the stability guarantees on these steps, we can show this is indeed a valid
rounding procedure in the sense of (18). We now give our first step for marginal satisfication.

Lemma 20 (Marginal satisfaction). Following notation in (22), let x ∈ X satisfy ∥Mx− 1
n1n∥1 =

∆. There is an algorithm which runs in time O(mn), and returns x′ with

Mx′ =
1

n
1n,

∥∥x− x′
∥∥
1
≤ 2∆.

Proof. Recall for i ∈ [n], we say column i of X0 is active if yi = 0, and similarly column i of X1 is
active if yi = 1. We call I the set of n inactive columns, and partition A, which we call the set of n
active columns, into three sets A>, A=, and A<, where A> are the columns whose sums are > 1

n ,
A< are the columns whose sums are < 1

n , and A= are the remaining columns. Hence, every column
of X belongs to I, A>, A=, or A≤. Note that until |A=| = n, we can never have A< = ∅, since this
means all column sums in A are ≥ 1

n (with at least 1 strict inequality), contradicting x ∈ X .
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We first take columns i ∈ A> one at a time, and pair them with an arbitrary column in i′ ∈ A<,
moving mass from column i arbitrarily to column i′ until either column i or column i′ enters A=.
We charge this movement to the marginal constraints corresponding to i and i′, since the constraints
were violated by the same amount as the mass being moved. After this process is complete, A> is
empty, and we only moved mass from columns originally in A> to columns originally in A<.

Next, we take columns i ∈ I one at a time, and pair them with an arbitrary column i′ ∈ A<,
moving mass until either column i is 0m or column i′ enters A=. We can charge half this movement
to the marginal constraint corresponding to i′, since the sign of the marginal violation stays the
same throughout. Hence, the overall movement is ≤ 2∆. After this is complete, all columns in I are
0m and all columns in A are in A=, so we can return x′ ∈ ∆2mn corresponding to the new matrix.

It is clear both steps of this marginal satisfaction procedure take O(mn) time, since we can sequen-
tially process columns in A− until they enter A=, and will never be considered again.

We next describe a procedure which takes x ∈ ∆2mn, and modifies it to satisfy the calibration
constraints UB0x = (Im −U)B1x without changing the marginals Mx. We first provide a helper
lemma used in our rounding procedure, which describes how to fix the jth marginal constraint.

Lemma 21. Let x ∈ ∆2mn and X := mat(x) as defined in (23). Let j ∈ [m] correspond to an
element uj ∈ U , let ℓj := ∥[X0]j:∥1, rj := ∥[X1]j:∥1, and let ∆j := |ujℓj − (1− uj)rj |. There exists
j′ ∈ [m] such that we can move mass from only Xj: to Xj′:, resulting in Rm×2n ∋ X′ ≡ x′ ∈ ∆2mn

such that Mx′ = Mx, uj∥[X′
0]j:∥1 = (1− uj)∥[X′

1]j:∥1, and ⟨c, x′ − x⟩ ≤ ∆j.

Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that the row j = 1 corresponds to uj = 0, and j = m
corresponds to uj = 1. We split the proof into two cases, depending on the sign of ujℓj− (1−uj)rj .

Case 1: ujℓj > (1− uj)rj. We let j′ = 1, i.e. we only move mass from the jth row to the first row.
Specifically, we leave [X1]j: unchanged, and move mass from [X0]j: to [X0]1:, making sure to only
move mass in the same column. The total amount of mass we must delete from [X0]j: is

ℓj −
1− uj
uj

· rj =
ujℓj − (1− uj)rj

uj
=

∆j

uj
.

Our strategy is to arbitrarily move mass within columns until we have deleted ∆j

uj
total mass. If we

denote the mass moved in column i ∈ [n] as δij , and let x′ be the result after the move,〈
c, x′ − x

〉
≤
∑
i∈[n]

|c(i,1,0) − c(i,j,0)|δij =
∑
i∈[n]

||uj − vi| − |u1 − vi|| δij ≤
∑
i∈[n]

ujδij = ∆j .

Here, the first inequality was the triangle inequality, the first equality used the definition of c in (22),
the second inequality used u1 = 0 and the triangle inequality, and the last used

∑
i∈[n] δij =

∆j

uj
.

Case 2: ujℓj < (1− uj)rj. This case is entirely analogous; we move mass arbitrarily from row j to
row m, i.e. the last row with um = 1. The amount of mass we must move is

rj −
uj

1− uj
ℓj =

(1− uj)rj − ujℓj
1− uj

=
∆j

1− uj
.
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Again denoting the amount of mass moved from column i ∈ [n] as δij , the claim follows:〈
c, x′ − x

〉
≤
∑
i∈[n]

||uj − vi| − |um − vi|| δij ≤
∑
i∈[n]

(1− uj)δij = ∆j .

By iteratively applying Lemma 21, we have our marginal-preserving calibration procedure.

Lemma 22 (Marginal-preserving calibration). Following the notation (24), given x ∈ ∆2mn with
∥Bx∥1 = ∆, we can compute x′ with Mx′ = Mx, Bx′ = 0m, and ⟨c, x′ − x⟩ ≤ ∆ in O(mn) time.

Proof. It suffices to apply Lemma 21 to each row i ∈ [m]. All of the movement in the rows
i ∈ [2,m− 1] are independent of each other, and do not affect the imbalance in the rows i ∈ {1,m}
when we have finished applying Lemma 21, since e.g. u1ℓ1 = 0 regardless of how much mass is
moved to [X0]1:, and a similar property holds for the mth row. The total change in ⟨c, x′ − x⟩ is
thus boundable by

∑
j∈[m]∆j ≤ ∆, and applying Lemma 21 to each row takes O(n) time. Finally,

Mx = Mx′ follows because we only move mass within the same column, so no marginal changes.

By combining Lemma 20 with Lemma 22, we can complete our rounding procedure.

Lemma 23. Let (A, b, c,X ) be defined as in (22), (24), and let (Ã, b̃) := (4A, 4b). There exists
Round, a (Ã, b̃, 1)-equality rounding procedure for (A, b, c,X ), running in O(mn) time.

Proof. Throughout the proof, let ∆M :=
∥∥Mx− 1

n1n

∥∥
1

and ∆B := ∥Bx∥1, following the notation
(24). We also denote the total violation by

∆ :=
∥∥∥Ãx− b̃

∥∥∥
1
= 4∆M + 4∆B.

We first apply Lemma 20 to x to produce x̃ satisfying ∥x− x̃∥1 ≤ 2∆M and Mx̃ = 1
n1n, in O(mn)

time. Note that, because ∥B∥1→1 ≤ 1 since all columns of B are 1-sparse, we have

∥Bx̃∥1 ≤ ∥Bx∥1 + ∥B∥1→1 ∥x− x̃∥1 ≤ ∆B + 2∆M.

Next, we apply Lemma 22 to x̃, resulting in x′ with Mx′ = 1
n1n, Bx′ = 0m, and ⟨c, x′ − x̃⟩ ≤

∆B + 2∆M, in O(mn) time. Recalling the definition (19), we have the conclusion from ∥c∥∞ ≤ 1,
so

c⊤(x′ − x) ≤ c⊤(x̃− x) + c⊤(x′ − x̃)

≤ ∥c∥∞ ∥x̃− x∥1 + c⊤(x′ − x̃) ≤ 2∆M +∆B + 2∆M ≤ ∆.

We conclude by applying the solver from Corollary 3 to our resulting unconstrained linear program.

Proposition 3. Let ε ≥ 0. We can compute x ∈ X , an ε-approximate minimizer to (22), in time

O

(
n log(n)

ε2

)
.

Further, the objective value of x in (22) is a 2ε-additive approximation of dCE(D̂n).
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Proof. Observe that for Ã = 4A, we have ∥Ã∥1→1 ≤ 8 and nnz(Ã) = O(mn), since no column is
more than 2-sparse and all entries of A are in [−1, 1]. Further, recalling the definition of U from
(21), we have m = O(1ε ). So, Corollary 3 shows we can compute an ε-approximate minimizer to

min
x∈∆2mn

c⊤x+
∥∥∥Ãx− b̃

∥∥∥
1

within the stated runtime. The rest of the proof follows using Round from Lemma 23, where we
recall |dCE(D̂n)− dCEU (D̂n)| ≤ ε due to our definition of U and Lemma 17.

4.4 Testing via LDTC

We now give analogs of Theorems 3 and Corollary 2, using our solver in Proposition 3.

Theorem 4. Let 0 ≤ ε2 ≤ ε1 ≤ 1 satisfy ε1 > ε2, and let n ≥ Ctct · 1
(ε1−ε2)2

for a universal constant
Ctct. There is an algorithm A which solves the (ε1, ε2)-tolerant calibration testing problem with n
samples, which runs in time

O

(
n log(n)

(ε1 − ε2)2

)
.

Proof. Throughout the proof, let α := ε1 − ε2 > 0. Consider the following algorithm.

1. For |U | = m ≥ 6
α , sample n ≥ Ctct

α2 samples to form an empirical distribution D̂n, where Ctct

is chosen so Lemma 11 guarantees |dCE(D)− dCE(D̂n)| ≤ α
6 with probability ≥ 2

3 .

2. Call Proposition 2 with ε← α
6 to obtain β, an α

3 -additive approximation to |dCE(D̂n)|.
3. Return “yes” if β ≤ ε2 +

α
2 , and return “no” otherwise.

Conditioned on the event that |dCE(D) − dCE(D̂n)| ≤ α
6 , we show that the algorithm succeeds.

First, if dCE(D) ≤ ε2, then dCE(D̂n) ≤ ε2 +
α
6 by assumption, and so β ≤ ε2 +

α
2 by Proposition 2,

so the tester will return “yes.” Second, if dCE(D) ≥ ε1, then dCE(D̂n) ≥ ε1 − α
6 by assumption,

so β ≥ ε1 − α
2 by Proposition 2 and similarly the tester will return “no” in this case. Finally, the

runtime is immediate from Proposition 3 and the definition of α.

Theorem 4 has the following implication for (standard) calibration testing.

Corollary 4. Let n ∈ N and let εn ∈ (0, 1) be minimal such that it is information-theoretically
possible to solve the εn-calibration testing problem with n samples. For some ε = Θ(εn), there is an
algorithm A which solves the ε-calibration testing problem with n samples, which runs in time

O
(
n2 log(n)

)
.

Proof. This claim follows analogously to Corollary 2.
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5 Sample complexity lower bounds for calibration measures

Recent works [BN23, BGHN23a] have introduced other calibration measures (e.g. the convolved
ECE and interval CE), given efficient estimation algorithms for them, and showed that they are
polynomially related to the lower distance to calibration dCE. Therefore, an alternative approach to
the (non-tolerant) testing problem for dCE is by reducing it to testing problems for these measures.
The main result of this section is that this approach leads to suboptimal sample complexity: the
testing problems for these measures cannot be solved given only O(ε−2) data points {(vi, yi)}i∈[n].
To establish this sample complexity lower bound, we construct a perfectly calibrated distribution
D0 and a family of miscalibrated distributions Dθ parameterized by θ belonging to a finite set. We
use D⊗n

0 (and D⊗n
θ ) to denote the joint distribution of n independent examples from D0 (and Dθ).

In Lemma 24, we show that the total variation distance between D⊗n
0 and the mixture E[D⊗n

θ ]
of D⊗n

θ is small unless n is large, and thus distinguishing them requires large sample complexity.
Consequently, the testing problem for a calibration measure has large sample complexity if it assigns
every Dθ a large calibration error. Finally, we show every Dθ indeed has large convolved ECE and
interval CE, establishing sample complexity lower bounds for these measures in Theorems 5 and 6.

To construct D0 and Dθ, we consider t values {ui}i∈[t] ∈ [13 ,
2
3 ] where ui =

1
3 +

i
3t for i ∈ [t]. We will

determine the value of t ∈ N later. We also define the following distribution, a perfectly calibrated
distribution which is related to the miscalibrated synthetic dataset used in Section 6.

Definition 8. The distribution D0 of (v, y) ∈ [0, 1] × {0, 1} is defined such that the marginal
distribution of v is uniform over {ui}i∈[t] and ED0 [y|v] = v.

Fix α ∈ (0, 13). For θ ∈ {−1, 1}t, we define distribution Dθ of (v, y) ∈ [0, 1] × {0, 1} such that the
marginal distribution of v is uniform over {ui}i∈[t] and EDθ

[y|v = ui] = ui + θiα. In other words,
each conditional distribution given v is miscalibrated by α, but the bias takes a random direction.
We now follow a standard approach by [IS03] to bound the total variation between our distributions.

Lemma 24. For any t ∈ N and α ∈ (0, 13),

dTV(D⊗n
0 ,Eθ[D⊗n

θ ]) ≤ 1

2

√
exp

(
11α4n2

t

)
− 1.

Here, to construct the mixture distribution Eθ[D⊗n
θ ], we first draw θ ∼unif. {−1, 1}t, and then draw

n independent examples from Dθ. We denote the distribution of the n examples by Eθ[D⊗n
θ ].

Proof. By a standard inequality between the total variation distance and the χ2 distance, we have

dTV(D⊗n
0 ,Eθ[D⊗n

θ ]) ≤ 1

2

√
χ2(Eθ[D⊗n

θ ]∥D⊗n
0 ). (25)

By Ingster’s method [IS03] (see also Section 3.1 of [Can22]),

χ2(Eθ[D⊗n
θ ]∥D⊗n

0 ) = Eθ,θ′

 t∑
i=1

∑
j∈{0,1}

Dθ(ui, j)Dθ′(ui, j)

D0(ui, j)

n− 1, (26)
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where the expectation is over θ, θ′ drawn i.i.d. ∼unif. {−1, 1}t. For every i ∈ [t], we have

Dθ(ui, 1)Dθ′(ui, 1)

D0(ui, 1)
=

(
ui+θiα

t

)(
ui+θ′iα

t

)
ui
t

=
ui
t
+

(θi + θ′i)α

t
+

θiθ
′
iα

2

uit
,

and similarly

Dθ(ui, 0)Dθ′(ui, 0)

D0(ui, 0)
=

(
(1−ui−θiα)

t

)(
(1−ui−θ′iα)

t

)
1−ui
t

=
1− ui

t
− (θi − θ′i)

t
+

θiθ
′
iα

2

(1− ui)t
.

Adding up the two equations, we get∑
j∈{0,1}

Dθ(ui, j)Dθ′(ui, j)

D0(ui, j)
=

1

t
+

θiθ
′
iα

2

t

(
1

ui
+

1

1− ui

)
≤ 1

t
+

9θiθ
′
iα

2

2t
,

where the last inequality uses the fact that ui ∈ [13 ,
2
3 ]. Plugging this into (26), we get

χ2(Eθ[D⊗n
θ ]∥D⊗n

0 ) ≤ Eθ,θ′

[(
1 +

9α2

2t

t∑
i=1

θiθ
′
i

)n]
− 1

≤ Eθ,θ′

[
exp

(
9α2n

2t

t∑
i=1

θiθ
′
i

)]
− 1

=

t∏
i=1

Eθ,θ′

[
exp

(
9α2n

2t
θiθ

′
i

)]
− 1

≤
t∏

i=1

Eθ

[
exp

(
81α4n2

8t2
θ2i

)]
− 1 (by Hoeffding’s lemma)

= exp

(
81α4n2

8t

)
− 1.

Plugging this into (25) completes the proof.

5.1 Lower bound for convolved ECE

We now introduce the definition of convolved ECE from [BN23], and show that for every θ ∈
{−1, 1}t, Dθ has a large convolved ECE in Lemma 26. This allows us to prove our sample complexity
lower bound for convolved ECE in Theorem 5, by applying Lemma 24.

Definition 9 (Convolved ECE [BN23]). Let πR : R → [0, 1] be the periodic function with period 2
satisfying πR(v) = v if v ∈ [0, 1], and πR(v) = 2 − v if v ∈ [1, 2]. Consider a distribution D over
[0, 1]×{0, 1}. For (v, y) ∼ D, define random variable v̂ := πR(v+η), where η is drawn independently
from N (0, σ2) for a parameter σ ≥ 0. The σ-convolved ECE is defined as follows:

cECEσ(D) := E|E[(y − v)|v̂]|,
where the outer expectation is over the marginal distribution of v̂, and the inner expectation is over
the conditional distribution of (y, v) given v̂. It has been shown in [BN23] that cECEσ(D) ∈ [0, 1]
is a nonincreasing function of σ ≥ 0 and there exists a unique σ∗ ≥ 0 satisfying cECEσ∗(D) = σ∗.
The convolved ECE cECE(D) is defined to be cECEσ∗(D).
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We also mention that the following relationship is known between cECE and dCE.

Lemma 25 (Theorem 7, [BN23]). For any distribution D over [0, 1]× {0, 1}, it holds that

1

2
dCE(D) ≤ cECE(D) ≤ 2

√
dCE(D).

We have the following lower bound on cECE(Dθ):

Lemma 26. For integer t ≥ 3, choose α = 1
t
√
ln t

. Then for every θ ∈ {−1, 1}t,

cECE(Dθ) ≥
1

100t
√
ln t

.

Proof. It suffices to show that cECEσ(Dθ) ≥ 1
100t

√
ln t

whenever σ ≤ 1
100t

√
ln t

.

Consider (v, y) ∼ D and v̂ = πR(v+η), where η is drawn independently from N (0, σ2). By standard
Gaussian tail bounds, we have

Pr

[
|η| ≥ 1

6t

]
≤ 1

t2
. (27)

Next, consider a function ℓ : [0, 1]→ [t] such that ℓ(v̂) ∈ argmini∈[t]|ui − v̂|. Let E denote the event
that v = uℓ(v̂). Let IE and I¬E be the indicators of E and its complement, respectively. We have

E[(y − v)IE | v̂, v] = IEE[y − v | v̂, v] (IE is fully determined by v and v̂)
= IEE[y − v | v] (y is independent of v̂ given v)
= IEE[y − v | v = uℓ(v̂)] = IEθℓ(v̂)α.

Taking expectation over v conditioned on v̂, we have

|E[(y − v)IE | v̂]| = |Pr[E | v̂]θℓ(v̂)α| = Pr[E | v̂]α.

We also have ∣∣∣E[(y − v)I¬E | v̂
]∣∣∣ ≤ E

[
|(y − v)I¬E | | v̂

]
≤ Pr[¬E | v̂].

Therefore,
|E[y − v | v̂]| ≥ Pr[E|v̂]α− Pr[¬E | v̂].

Taking expectations over v̂, we have

cECEσ(Dθ) = E[|E[y − v | v̂]|] ≥ Pr[E ]α− Pr[¬E ]. (28)

Whenever E does not occur, it must hold that |v − v̂| ≥ 1
6t , which can only hold when |η| ≥ 1

6t .
Therefore, by plugging (27) into (28), we get

cECEσ(Dθ) ≥
(
1− 1

t2

)
α− 1

t2
≥ 1

100t
√
ln t

.

Theorem 5. If A is an ε-cECE tester with n samples (Definition 5), for ε ∈ (0, 13), then

n = Ω

(
1

ε2.5 ln0.25(1ε )

)
.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that ε ≤ 10−3. Let t ≥ 3 be the largest integer satisfying
ε ≤ 1

100t
√
ln t

. We choose α = 1
t
√
ln t

.

By Lemma 26, we have cECE(Dθ) ≥ ε for every θ ∈ {−1, 1}t. By the guarantee of the tester, we
have

dTV(D⊗n
0 ,Eθ[D⊗n

θ ]) ≥ 1

3
.

Combining this with Lemma 24, we get n = Ω(α−2
√
t) = Ω(t2.5 ln t), so the claim holds.

5.2 Lower bound for (surrogate) interval CE

The interval calibration error was introduced in [BGHN23a] as a modified version of the popular
binned ECE to obtain a polynomial relationship to the lower distance to calibration (dCE). To give
an efficient estimation algorithm, [BGHN23a] considered a slight variant of the interval calibration
error, called the surrogate interval calibration error, which preserves the polynomial relationship.
Below we include the definition of the surrogate interval calibration error, and its polynomial rela-
tionship with dCE. We then establish our sample complexity lower bound (Theorem 6) for surrogate
interval CE by showing that every Dθ has a large surrogate interval CE (Lemma 28).

Definition 10 ([BGHN23a]). For a distribution D over [0, 1]×{0, 1} and an interval width param-
eter w > 0, the random interval calibration error is defined to be

RintCE(D, w) := Er

∑
j∈Z

|E(v,y)∼D[(y − v)I(v ∈ Iwr,j)]|

 , (29)

where the outer expectation is over r drawn uniformly from [0, w) and Iwr,j is the interval [r+ jε, r+
(j + 1)ε). Note that although the summation is over j ∈ Z, there are only finitely many j that
can contribute to the sum (which are the j that satisfy Iwr,j ∩ [0, 1] ̸= ∅). The surrogate interval
calibration error is defined as follows:

SintCE(D) := inf
k∈Z≥0

(
RintCE(D, 2−k) + 2−k

)
.

Lemma 27 (Theorem 6.11, [BGHN23a]). For any distribution D over [0, 1]× {0, 1}, it holds that

dCE(D) ≤ SintCE(D) ≤ 6
√
dCE(D).

Lemma 28. For t ∈ N, let α = 1
3t . Then for every θ ∈ {−1, 1}t, it holds that SintCE(Dθ) ≥ 1

3t .

Proof. It suffices to prove that RintCE(Dθ, w) ≥ 1
3t whenever w < 1

3t , where we recall the definition
(29). Fix some r ∈ [0, 1]. Every ui belongs to the interval Iwr,ji for a unique ji ∈ Z. Since the interval
width w is smaller than the gap between ui and ui′ for distinct i, i′, we have ji ̸= ji′ . Therefore,∑

j∈Z

|E(v,y)∼D[(y − v)I(v ∈ Iwr,j)]| ≥
∑
i∈[t]

|E(v,y)∼D[(y − v)I(v ∈ Iwr,ji)]|

=
∑
i∈[t]

|E(v,y)∼D[(y − v)I(v = ui)]|
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=
∑
i∈[t]

Pr[v = ui]E[y − v|v = ui]

=
1

3t
.

Plugging this into (29), we get RintCE(Dθ, w) ≥ 1
3t .

Theorem 6. If A is an ε-SintCE tester with n samples (Definition 5), for ε ∈ (0, 13), then

n = Ω

(
1

ε2.5

)
.

Proof. Choose t ≥ 1 to be the largest integer satisfying 1
3t ≥ ε, and choose α = 1

3t . By Lemma 28,
SintCE(Dθ) ≥ ε for every θ ∈ {−1, 1}t. By the guarantee of the tester, we have

dTV(D⊗n
0 ,Eθ[D⊗n

θ ]) ≥ 1

3
.

Combining this with Lemma 24, we get n = Ω(α−2
√
t) = Ω(ε−2.5).

6 Experiments

In this section, we present experiments on synthetic data and CIFAR-100 supporting our argument
that dCE and smCE are reliable measures of calibration for use in defining a testing problem. We
then evaluate our custom algorithms from Section 3, showing promising results on their runtimes
outperforming standard packages for linear programming and minimum-cost flow.

Synthetic dataset. In our first experiment, we considered the ability of ε-d-testers (Definition 5)
to detect the miscalibration of a synthetic dataset, for various levels of ε ∈ {0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.1},
and various choices of d ∈ {smCE, dCE,ConvECE}.10 The synthetic dataset we used is n indepen-
dent draws from D, where a draw (v, y) ∼ D first draws v ∼unif. [0, 1 − ε⋆], and y ∼ Bern(v + ε⋆),
for ε⋆ := 0.01.11 Note that dCE(D) = ε⋆ = 0.01, by the proof in Lemma 13. In Table 1, where the
columns index n (the number of samples), for each choice of d we report the smallest value of ε such
that a majority of 100 runs of an ε-d-tester report “yes.” For d = ConvECE, we implemented our
tester by running code in [BN23] to compute ConvECE and thresholding at ε

2 . For d ∈ {smCE, dCE},
we used the standard linear program solver from CVXPY [DB16, AVDB18] and again thresholded
at ε

2 . We remark that the CVXPY solver, when run on the dCE linear program, fails to produce
stable results for n > 29 due to the size of the constraint matrix. As seen from Table 1, both smCE
and dCE testers are more reliable estimators of the ground truth calibration error ε⋆ than ConvECE.

In Figure 3, we plot the median error with error bars for each calibration measure, where the x axis
denotes log2(n− 1), and results are reported over 100 runs.

10We implemented ConvECE using code from [BN23], which automatically conducts a parameter search for σ.
11This is a slight variation on the synthetic dataset used in [BGHN23a].
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n 26 + 1 27 + 1 28 + 1 29 + 1 210 + 1 211 + 1

smCE 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01

dCE 0.03 0.01 0.01

cECE 0.1 0.1 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.03

Ground Truth 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Table 1: Calibration testing thresholds (smallest passed on half of 100 runs).

Figure 3: The 25% quantile, median, and 75% quantile (over 100 runs) for smCE, dCE and cECE
respectively. The x-axis is for dataset with size 2x + 1.

Postprocessed neural networks. In [GPSW17], which observed modern deep neural networks
may be very miscalibrated, various strategies were proposed for postprocessing network predictions
to calibrate them. We evaluate two of these strategies using our testing algorithms. We trained
a DenseNet40 model [HLvdMW17] on the CIFAR-100 dataset [Kri09], producing a distribution
Dbase, where a draw (v, y) ∼ Dbase selects a random example from the test dataset, sets y to be its
label, and v to be the prediction of the neural network. We also learned calibrating postprocessing
functions fiso and ftemp from the training dataset, the former via isotonic regression and the latter
via temperature scaling. These induce (ideally, calibrated) distributions Diso, Dtemp, where a draw
from Diso samples (v, y) ∼ Dbase and returns (fiso(v), y), and Dtemp is defined analogously. The
neural network and postprocessing functions were all trained by adapting code from [GPSW17].

We computed the median smooth calibration error of 20 runs of the following experiment. In
each run, for each D ∈ {Dbase,Diso,Dtemp}, we drew 256 random examples from D, and computed
the average smooth calibration error smCE of the empirical dataset using a linear program solver
from CVXPY. We report our findings in Table 2. We also compared computing smCE using the
CVXPY solver and a commercial minimum-cost flow solver from Gurobi Optimization [Opt23] (on
the objective from Lemma 3) in this setting. The absolute difference between outputs is smaller than
10−5 in all cases, verifying that minimum-cost flow solvers accurately measure smooth calibration.

Qualitatively, our results (based on smCE) agree with findings in [GPSW17] (based on binned vari-
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D Dbase Diso Dtemp
Empirical smCE 0.2269 0.2150 0.1542

Table 2: Empirical smCE on postprocessed DenseNet40 predictions (median over 20 runs)

n 210 211 212 213 214 215

CVXPY LP solver 0.105 0.370 1.58 6.51 45.7 245

Gurobi minimum-cost flow solver 0.063 0.179 0.238 0.539 1.45 3.19

Solver from Corollary 1 0.177 0.389 0.899 2.01 4.66 10.6

Solver from Corollary 1 with PyPy 0.079 0.115 0.176 0.307 0.621 2.05

Table 3: Runtimes (in seconds) for computing the value of (3), using various solvers

ants of ECE), in that temperature scaling appears to be the most effective postprocessing technique.

smCE tester. Finally, we evaluated the efficiency of our proposed approaches to computing the
empirical smooth calibration. Specifically, we measure the runtime of four solvers for computing
the value (3): a linear program solver from CVXPY, a commercial minimum-cost flow solver from
Gurobi Optimization, a naïve implementation of our algorithm from Corollary 1 using Python, and
a slightly-optimized implementation of said algorithm using the PyPy package [PyP19].

We use the same experimental setup as in Table 1, i.e. measuring calibration of a uniform predictor
on a miscalibrated synthetic dataset, with ε⋆ = 0.01.12 In Table 3, we report the average runtimes
for each trial (across 10 runs), varying the sample size. Again, the absolute difference between
the outputs of all methods is negligible (at most 10−9 in all cases). As seen in Table 3, our
custom algorithm (optimized with PyPy) outperforms standard packages from CVXPY and Gurobi
Optimization starting from moderate sample sizes. We believe that Table 3 demonstrates that our
new algorithms are a scalable, reliable way of testing calibration, and that these performance gains
may be significantly improvable by further optimizing our code.
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